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Preface

This report describes the Observer's manual and the corresponding
. trainer's"manual for the classroom observation instrument which was ..
designed to code the behavior of students during readJng instruction.
This observation instrument and its related. training program were
developed as part of Contract OEC-0-71-3715 with the United States
Office of. Education.

The "Reading: Student Observation Scale" has been designed to be
used with a corresponding observation instrument which focuses on the
behavior of the teacher.'

,As originally designed, the Student Observation Scale can either
be used by itself or it can be used concurrently with the Teacher
Observation Scale by having a pair of trained observers observe at the
same time in each classroom such that one observer codes the teacher's
behavior in ten-second intervals while the other observer codes the .

behavior of, a,different student every fifteen seconds. The time
intervals fbr these two observation instruments are different because
our pilot tests of the instruments indicated that it was too difficult
to do reliability studies of student observations in classrooms within
any shorter time-interval.

The manual which was used by the observers during the training
program appears in Part / of this report. The trainer's manual which
was used during the training program appears in Part II of this report;
the trainer's manual contains additional practice exercises and a detailed
training schedule. The formal training program for the observers also
included audio-tapes And colored slides which simulated scripts of
teacher-student interactions,

The stopwatches which we used for this observation instrument
contained second-hands which completed a 360' sweep in thirty-secbnd
intervals, thus permitting two students' behaviors to be coded in each
complete, sweep of the second-hand.

We would like 'to acknowledge the assistance of several colleagues in
the development of this observation instrument. In particular, we would
like to thank Dr. Jaap Taman, Dr. Margaret Steen, Dr. Dewey Lipe,
Mrs. Betty Godfrey, Miss Kathy Snider, and Mrs. Irene Fisher for'their
valuable suggestions abd comments.
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4 We would also like to thank the following administraEors who helped
arrange for us to.observe ongoing reading classed during the developmental
phase of this project: .Mr. Michael Beatrice, Mr. David Miller, Mr. Louis
Elvin, Mrs. Irma Lubbok, Dr. Gloria Freed, Mr. John McBride, Mr. Harry
Barber, Miss Mary Hdrvath, Miss Janet Townes.

Most of all, we would like to express our appreciation and gratitude
to the teachers who allowed us to observe their'classesduring reading
instruction; thein.cheerfhl cooperation and patience not only made our
task an enjoyable one, but it ardo provided us.with an essential backdrop
against which to develop the categories for the observation instrument:
Mrs. Maureen Welch, Mrs. 'Nancy Hynd, Mrs. Patricia DeLeone, Mrs. Betty
Godfrey, Mrs. Ann McLaughlin, Mrs. Irene Fisher, Miss Kathleen Snider,

p Mr. Tom Baldwin, Mr. Ted Moyer, Mr. Shelly Partlon, Miss Shirley Treichler,*
Mrs. &Lie Smith, Mrs. Fran.Homonay, Mrs. Donna Guldin, Sr. Larry Hauler,
Mr. Frank Brooks, Mrs. Sandy Ogren, Mrs. Barbara Lombardo, Mrs. Alex
.Hrabvecky, Mrs. Margaret White, Mr. Bob Wilson, Miss Jeane IhanTine,

. Miss Barbara Marcus, Miss Maudine,,Baker, Mrs. Alva Aronson,Mrs. Myra'
Miss Almeta Miller, Miss Betsy Page, Mrs. Virginia Andrews,

Miss Rebecca Pearson, Mrs. Mary Andrews, and Mrs. JeanJones. We are
grateful for their generous
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Part I: OBSERVER'S MANUAL
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History, Purpose, and Goals.of the Project'

The observation instrument described in this manual was
developed specifically for the study of reading activities in
elementary school classrooms.', It was designed to describe the
major types of interaction exRected to Occur during reading
.instruction so that'a systematic. study of the activities of
teachers and students during reading instruction could be
undertaken.

This observation instrument is net meant to beidsed to
evaluate any teacher who is observed: Its purpose is to describe,
what happens during reading instruCtion'in a largevariety of ,

types of reading classee so that the telationShip hetween what .,
teachers and students. do during reading instruction and how, well
the Students 'card to read can be studied. This relationship is
essentially a research question, and all. information collect:6'd
as part of the observation procedures will be treated as 4Opfi-

.dential information by the research team. The information
collected about any teacher will not be reported.to anyone in the
school district, and the-daed'thar is. reported will be described
only in teraii of groups of teachers, individual teachers will
not be identified in any reporting of the data.

a
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Courtesy, Rules, for Observing
.

0.

It is important to remember
the observation times spent.in a
are expected to Conduct yourself.
least disturbance to the school,
and students..

that you are a visitor during
school. Iis-an observer, you
in such a way'as to cause the
its faculty, adniinistrativn,

Each ,time you enter a schooLNyou must report to the principal's ,

office to`notify,his office of your presence.

At no tip: should you indicate criticism off` Aisapprov5Of
practices or circumstances thathavebeen observed ift the school
or its classroomS\ Everything, observe& in the classroom 'should
be treated-as confidential inforMation bhd should not-be discussed
inside, or outaile-thit. school.

Observers are notevected to outline or to discuss e details
of the coding scale or thoverail.project. The school .nd the
teachers are to,be,briefe'd abodt.theproject.by the Bloc =1 coordinator
blefbre the observers' arriitai. TO prevent any confusion n or mis-
unlerstanding, all questions should be directed to t local coordin-
ator andnot answered by' the obabrvers.

,tA, et,

At no time should you interace/laith'the stude is or the
instruction goinkon in the classroom.

"When conversing with the teacherst faculty, or adtlpistration,
you should be friendly add polite, but yodehould stay aloof from
professional discussions. In order to'avoid arguments, try to agree
with what is being discussed even thdugh you may personally disagree..

It is important for, you to follow these pgqeedures as the
bdMinistration and faculty may be naturally apprehensive 'about having
an observer in the schools and aassrooms. The coding se le is not
meant to be an evaluating instrument, and thus the obsery 'N,must in

no way appear to b4Pmaking judgments about the school sy m, its
faculty, or'procedures.

To summarize these concerns and make it easier for
remember them, we have prepared the following suggestiO

IA)
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1. As soon as you arrive at the school, check in at the
Principal's office to let them know yduare there.
Be sure to stop at the principal's office on your
way out of the school each day to tell them you are
leaving. The principal has a right to.know-when'You
arrl -ve and leave the school building. ,

2. -Direct all questions about the study to the local,
coordinator.

1. Try to avoid eating lunch at the school whenever
possible. This action enables you to reduce the
burden on the cafeteria staff and to avoid'answering
unnecessary questions concerning yourwork.

4. klever argue with the teacher or anyone in the school.
Turnall problems over to the local coordinator and
let him resolve them.

5. Be friendly and courteous to -all ,teachers, other
adults and students, but never discuss your personal
Opinions of any teacher, aide,, or student with anyonf
in the school. Your task is merely to observe.the

P. classroom, and you should not make any suggestions,ofr
give any advice to anyone at the school, even if,thel

ask you to do so.. Try to. remain detached from what
you observe *So that your .presence-will not becor.e an
'interference in the classrooms.

6. Avoid thitchat with the teachers, aides, and students
as much as posSiblb. Do net go to the teachers.' lounge
unleliS it would be obviously impolite not to do 'so at
certa# times,,-but always be careful of the comments
you make. Always remember that you are a guest 4n the
school so that your actions,do not offend anyobe.,

.
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How to Observe
'

ti

.

In.order to acquaint yourself with the school, the teachers,
and the classes you will observe, it is advisable that you visit.
the school and the classrooms before the actual observing with the

/doping 6cale. You should use this time to introduce yourself-to
the teachers and to familiarize yourself with.-the classroom and

, the students. You should inform the teacher that there will be
times when you must move around the classroom in order to code
accurately. '

When you enter the classroom for each visit, you should spend.
the first five minutes familiarizing yourself with the activities
going on ij the classroom. You should use this time to walk about
the classroom and to observe what kinds of materia4 are being used
and what the students and teacher are doing with tyem. You will
find this familiarization period extremely helpful to accurately
decide bow to code subsequent activities.

The sqccesgful observer Should disengage himself from the
ongoint,,tnstruction in order to code accurately. You should not
become so'involved with what is happening in the classroom that you
forget about`the timingof the coding. Obsierving takes a Ortain
amount of practi since it requires concentrated effort to observe
and to make accurate` riding decisions within a few seconds.

You will need' the,fol ing items whenever you are observing:

stopwatch \
clipboard
coding sheets
two sharpened pencils

. The following is a list of gutmestions that you should be
familiar with:

.

1. Try not to disturb the class in any way. Some teachers
may ask you to it in a certain chair and you should
agree to do so, bmt tell the teacher'politely.that you
may have to move arouna the room. Your'task as an
observer is to get close.enough to the teacher or
student whom 'you are observing to Gee and hear what

1appen ng w tiout nter er ng w t gat eac er or
student. This means that for a good part of tie time)

12
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you will need to walk around the claSSroom,
remainineOn the periphery whenever possible. When
you do move about the room, keep your movements
casual since any -abrupt movements are more likely
to disturb the class and to_ call attention to you.

k

2. Avoid eyecontact,
you are observing.
attention tcP you..

you,while/you 'are
sheet so /that you

with the teacher or student whom
This win_ help them pay leSs
If a teacher Or stulent looks at

coding, los*" down at your codiXtg

do not encourage that activity'.'

3., If a student -asks you a question while yom are coding,
try not to answer if at all possible.. 4though this
suggestion appearp harsh, it is the simplest, most
effective way to discourage this undesi;table activity.'
The students will soon forget- you are there if you do
not talk with them.

. Try to avoid talking with the teachers or aides about
the coding scale. If the teaCher or aide asks you
what you are coding, try to be polite but do not go
into any details about the coding categories or they
might be tempted to try to demonstrate the categories
for you while you are observing. YoU want to observe
the normal, everyday activities of ,the teachers and
students, and not a special performance designed to
matth the coding scales. Refer all questions about
the coding scales to the local coordinator.

5. Do not wear flamboyant or over)y stylish clothes to
the school or you wall distract the teachers and
students while you are observing. You should dress to

correspond to the dress code that app.lies%to the faculty
of the school in which you are observing,

13
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Galgral CodingAtuteS

There are several coding rules that apply Onerally to
coding,decisions. The following rules. apply to all situations
inthe classrooms.

1, ,.If' you, as the observer, ,decide sometime, during the

coding, session that you have incorrectly cQded some
previous activities because you have misunderstood
the purpose of the activities, stop.coding and shut
off .the stopwatch. Should then preasely
identify the coding nudiers whith are incorrect and
change them to the correct codes. For those numbers
about which you are not sure, do not change 'them, but
restart the stopwatch and continue to'code based on
your present understanding of what.is happening in '

the classroom.

2. Avoid talking with the teacher as much as possible..
If the teacher talks to you while you are coding,
shut off your stopwatch, try to keep the conversation
as short as possible withput being rude, then re-

. *start the stopwatch for the remainder of the observa-
tion period.

. The observer should consider thJallway as part of
the classroom when the students are using the hallway
as an extension of the classroom.

4. If you are observing a student and the student leaves
the room, do not follow that studentbilt continue to
observe the next student.

5. The observer should not code a student from another
classroom who happens to, enter the classroom. :
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6. If the students take a test for part or all of the
class period, the students' activities during that
time should be coded in the appropriate categories.

w

7. If you fill a box on yNr coding sheet; stop your
.stopwatch,' get out anew coding sheet, restart the
stopwatch and continue observing for the rest of-
the.'observation period.

8. If the ,public addrep system interrupts the class
while you are codinge shut off your stopwatch and
do not continue Observing until approximately two
minutes after the public address system has
stopped.

9. There may be unforeseen circumstances such as a milk
break or a fire drill or phone call to the teacher.
Whenever interruptions such as these occur, stop
coding/ and wait until the normal activities have
been resumed for approximately two minutes before
you continue to code the students'. activities.

15/
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Introduction to the 2-dimensional Coding Scale

The Student Observation scale is 4esigned to record activities
in the classroom in terms of two dimensions: Group and Content.
The Group dimension describes the activities in the classroom in
terms of -the type of group being observed. The Content dimension
describes the kind or type of activity being rrformedby the
students.

(;1

The advantage of using this.2-diMensional coding scale is .that
an observer can code simultaneously the Group and Content pf
any activity being observed in the classroQm,.

This scale is designed to be used with a stopwatch in order
that activities in the classroom may be coded at fixed time intervals..
Using this procedure, it will be possible to collect a valuab , com-
posite picture of the activities taking place in reading cla

. In this *nual,'the coding scale will be described in detail so
thaCypu will become familiarAith all the categories and coding rules.
The coding procedures, decision rules, and coding schedules will also
be discussed.

r
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Procedures for Coding and Scheduling

Theprocedure for classroom observation of the reading and
non reading activities of the teacher and students requires a
systematic approach to the coding activities. The basic unit of

observation consists of 15 second intervals. These intervals
occur consecutively and are timed with a stopwatch. Each interval,

ends as the,hand of the stopwatch passes over the 15 or 30 second
mark.*

The observation procedure should develop into a smooth rhythm
in which the observer- watches a single student and decides whist
activity is occurring at the moment the hand of the stopwatch passes
over,the 15 or 30 second mark. A different student should be
observed during each 1'S second interval. In generalr the procedure'

that should be followed is to inSagl,ne the physical arrangement of
the classroom as being composed of four quadrants:

After deciding (at the, observer's diScretion) on the order in hich

the quadrants should be observed (e.g. AtCD), the observer shj ld

imagine a twofoot wide path is formed from left to right in each
quadrant. Each time a student is found in a horizontal sweep of the
quadrant, that student's activity should be observed during a 15,
second interval and coded as the hand of, the stopwatch. passes over
the 15 or 30 second mark. The next student found in the continued,
horizontal sweep of that quadrant should be observed during the next
15 second interval, and so on. For example:, if quadrant A contained

seven students:

x3 x4

I )
X
1

)t2

x5 6

x
7

In the precedingvexamp for quadrant A, each student is'indiC*ated.
by the letter X.

*The stopwatches used in this project have,a second hand that completes
a 360° sweep during each 30 seconds. 9

17
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For this project, each class will be observed on nine
different days for 20 minutes each day (See Table 1). These nine
observations should be- distributed so that one -third of them-occur
during the first-third of the reading period, one-third during, the
middle -third of the reading period, and one-third-during'ehe last-
third of the reading. period. For the purpqses of this study, the
observation period that occurs during the first-third of the. reading"
period is assumed to begin five minutes after the start of the
scheduled reading class and last for 20 minutes. The observation
period that occurs during the last-third of the reading period is

. assumed to last for 20 minutes and to end five minutes before the
end of the scheduled reading period. The middle -third of 'the reading
period would include that 20 minute observation period during the
scheduled reading class that occurs somewhere near the middle,of
thege two extremes.

The following is a list of rules which pertain to the schedling
of observations:

1. 'Observe each class only once each day.for a total
of 20 minutes. Do not spend more than 20 minutes
in a class on any one day. cte.

2. Do not tell the individual teachers the'day or time
of your next scheduled visit so that they do not
Prepare a special lesson for your observation. Refer
all questions about your schedule of visits to the
local coordinator.

.3. No classgs of substitute teachers should to observed.
f the teacher is absent on a given day, her class

should rift be observed on that day. Whenever a student
teacher ia present code the activities of the student and
code the student teacher as an "other adult".

. If possible, do not observe in a school on a day in
which a special_ event has the students espec&ally
excited,. The local coordinator can' help you make
this decision.

5. It is permissab e to observe a class during A shortenee
class period, b t only if the shortened period is at 6

feast 30 minu s in length.

e

18
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Table 1

Schedule for Each Observation Visit to Classroom

Length of Time Description of'Coding Activity

First 5 minutes ;

15 minutes

20 minutes TOTAL

19

Orient yourself to classroom situation
but do not code any activities. Wind
your stopwatch.

Use stopwatch and code the students'
actifities so, that you code the activity
that occurs as the hand of the,stopwatch
passes over the 1$ or 30 second mark.
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Group Of Instruction

The "Group of instruction" refers to the type of classroom
setting or group in which the activities of, the student being

, observed take plaCe during a 15 second observation period. ;There

are four Groups of instruction:

(1) Teacher
(2) Otheii Adult
(3) 'Peer
(4) 'Alone

Teacher

The student's activities are coded under this category when
the student being observed is paying attention to the teacher4or is
paying'aftention to a group that includes the teacher.

Example The student is sitting next to the
teaeher at her desk, and the teacher is -

helping this student to alphabetize a
list of words.

Example 2: The student being observed is par't of a
group of six students sitting around the
teacher who is reading a story out loud.

Example 3: The teacher asks her class of twenty
students, one of whom is the student.
being observed, "What does bizarre 4

mean?"

r Example 4: The student being observed is sitting at
his desk doing workbook exercises when he
looks up and listens as the teacher .tells
two students on the other side of the

.room to sit down.

20
4
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Other Adult

The student's activities are coded under this category when-'
ever the student'being observed is paying attention either to an
adult other than the teacher or to a group that contains an adult
other than the teacher. This category is not used whenever the
teacher is part of the group that contains an other adult. An adult
is anyone who is 18 years or older.

Peer

4w activities are coded under this category whenever
l'the s:udunt being observed is paying attention to a group which
contain:; his peer or peers, but nd teacher or other adult. A peer is a
person other than the teacher or an other adult.

Example 1:

)

Example 2:

The student Bing observed is listening
to an aide reed a story.

An aide is te4ing the student being
observed how to spell the word trough.

Example 1: The student being observed is reeding a
story aloud to another student.

Example 2: One student is showing the studend being
observed how to spell the word sound.'

Example 3: Four students are sitting together and
Ilistenineto a tape recorder throsugh
earphones.

Alone

The student is coded as being alone when he is not paying
attention to any group, teacher, other adult, or peer in the
classroom, but is paying attention to his own thoughts or
materia4s, or a` machine by himself:-..-J

21
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Example 1: The stjdent being observed is doing
spelling exercises alone at his desk.

Example 2: The student being observed is.daydreaming
and looking out the window.

Example 3: The student being observed is alone with
a tape recorder, reciting a story into
theiape recorder.

44

ti
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Special Ceding Rules for Coding Group' Categories

Rule 1

If the student being observed is paying attention to a group that ontains

both the teacher, and an other adult, the situation should becodt4 a
"Teadhef" even if the other adult is speaking.

Rule 2

Example 1: The teacher and the aide are sitting
with a group of students, one of whom is
the student being observed. The student

being observed is reading a story out
loud to the group.

. Code: Teachet

Example 2: The teacher and the aide are,, .sting with

a group of studen e, one of whom is the

student being obse ed. The student

being observed is istening-as the aide

is reading a story to the group.

Cods: Teacher

. -71

When the student being observed is Raying attention to the observer, the

situation should be coded as "Alone".

Jr.

-4,

1
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Table 2

Coding.Sheet for Coding Group Only

Name of Observer

Date

O

"?.

Teacher"

Time Start ' Finish

Third of Class 1 2 "3 SP

School

Grade

City

.

e ter

.-Lrou

Other Adult , Eger Alone

'44

24
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l'actice Exercise #1 for, Coding Group of Ins tru on

Directions: On a seperate piec paper, number the page. from

1-12. Next to the :corresponding mintier of the practice exercise
item, identify the Group of instruction as Teacher, Other Adult,
Peer, or Alone.

/ Example: The teacher is reading a story aloud to
three students, one of whomis the student
being observed.

Answer: Teacher

1. *he teacher, an aide, and a group of students, one of whom is
the student being observed, are singing songs together.

,,

2. While the teacher is giving the .class of .fifteen students the
. /next day's assignment, she calls to the student being observed,

1'- fheSnOk>76f the room, "Bill, be quiet and write down
'tomorrow's assignmenW

le/

3. The student being observed is sitting in a group of seven students
I and they,are listening to an aide explain the differende, between
long and short vowels.

4.1 The student being observed is telling a fellow student how to
I spell the word, giraffe.

5. The student being observed is sitting in a group with thred other
students and a teacher and is listening to one of the other students
read a story_out loud.

The student being observed ig doing workbook exercises by himself

at his desk.

25



7. The student being observed lb. sitting in a clan's of twenty
students. Another student is answering the teethe-es question,
"The word curribersome means rough."'

S. An aideand'the student being obperyed are practicing writing
letters of the'alphabet together:

9. The student being observed ip picking- dim a book from the library
corner in the back of the room. The rest of the class of, ten

,students is.listening to the teacher read .a story out loud to
them.

10. The studentmbeing observed is sitting with a'group of students
who are following along' in their books as the teacher reads a
story.

11. The aide and the teacher are listening to the student being
observed read a story to them.

12. The student being observed says to a neighboring student, "I
finished my story before you did."

id, ! P4 -s

Answers to this practice exercise are found on page 54.
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Practice Exercise #2 for Ceding Group of Instruction

Directions: On a separate piece of paper, number the page'from
112. Next to the corresponding number of the-practice exercise .

item; identify the Group of instruction as. Teacher, Other Adult,
Peer, or Alone.

Example: The teacher is reading a story aloud to
three students, one of whom is the student
being observed.

Answer: Teacher
,

1. The Student being observed iA'helPing another student staple
disAplays on the bulletin beard.

2. The student being observed working alone with the teacher at
her desk on pronunciation ruless.

The student being observed, is sitting in a class of twenty
4

students who are watching a_ 'Controlled reader. The teacher is
. watching the students.
o

4. The teacher stops -at the desk of the student who' is being' observed
and corrects his spelling.'

5. The teacher is telling the class of ten students how to alphabetize
words when one student says to the student who is being observed,'
"What, page are we on?"

6. The teacher is reading aloud to a group of students, one of whom

.
is the student being observed. -

27
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.

The, student being obSeryed' is standings in the .back of the
,,rOom looking out ,the window while the rest of the students,
in vele claSs finish their workbook exercises.

do

The student being observed is standing in the
n

back of the
room looking Outthe window when the,., teacher calls. to
-"Sam,,, sit down and finish your workbook exercis's!"

SW

6,
The student being obServed is,- drawing a picture at his desk:

A

10* The student teing observed is in a line of ten other" students
who are waiting toile dismissed' for recess by the aide. ,

6

/7,

The teacher and raneaide are watching the student being observed
who is "acting out ,a story, to other students in the group.

a.

12. The student ;being Observed is in a group of atudents who a^re
),

.

,,discbseing a story' with the teather.

T.1

Answers to this practice exercise tare found on page ,55,

4

b.
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Content of Instruction

IF

The 'Content of instruction" refers .to. thee type of instructional,
or non - instructional activity that the student you ave observing is
engaged in when the sweep-hand of the stopwatch crosses the 15 or
30 second mark. There-are twelve categories- used to describe the
Content of instruction. Four of'these categories are related
specifically to reading activities '(Comprehension, Ptonunciation
anti Word-Recognition, Language Strticturp, and Reading Silently)..
Eight other categories are used to describe other'instructional
activities (Spelling, Writing, Listening Instruction, Non-
Reading Instrtictioh, Management Instruction,' Positive Feedback,
Negative Feedback, and Extraneous).

Reading activities include those activities by the teacher, other

adult, machine, or students which include a printed stimulus in the form

of letters of the alphabet, combinations of letters, words, phrases,
sentences, and paragraphs. Reading activities do riot include mathematical

symbols, pictuies, maps, or charts unless these objects are accompanied

by 'written or printed fetters, words, phi'ases,.or britences. Other

instructional activities include management, instructional, and non-

instructionaL activitigs in the classroom other thanoreading activities:

Reading: Comprehension °

"Comprehension" during reading activities refdis-tO those instances .

in which the teacher, other adults, machine, or students demonstrate under-
standing of what the students have read. Note that the category refers to
situations where the students have at one time read. or seen the
printed material being discussed. (The Material may have been read at
some preVious time.) It includes questions, statements, or actions,
such as defining'a word, giving the meaning of a sentence, or interpreting
a story:

Example The teacher points-to the word buff.
written on the board and says,-"What
-does this mean?"

Example 2:

Example 3:

T: "What words in the sto'ry helped you
to see how the farm looked?"

The student being observed says,
that story Bob liked the lion."

29
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Example 4:

Eexample 5:

Example 6:

After the class has read the siory'Jack
and the Beanstalk, the student being
observed and other students act 9utlthe
story-While the teacher watches.

The students have just read a story which.
contains the word parliament. "The .

teacher asks, "Who can put this word in
a sentence?"

The,atudent being observed is drawing a.
picture about a story"he has read. .e

2. Reading: Pronunciation and Word Recognition

"Pronunciation and Word Rdtognition" during reading activities refers
to those instances-in which the teacher,. other adult., peer,, machine, or, the

student You are Obderving:pronounces aloud letter combinatiops,''Words,
phrases, sentences, or stories. Nate that this category refers to those,
situations where the 'student you are observing-sees or is readifig the
printed material being pronounced. When'only .the teacher or only- one
student (not the student being observed) can 'read' or see the .printed,'
material 1)eing_pronounced, the activity 1:s coded as Listening
(Content category 7) eXcept when. the teacher,otheradult, machine, or
any student is dictating'for the class to spell. In thatjCase:code,the
activity as' Spelling '(Content .,11.Levry 5). This Category' also includes
phonic rules which deal with pronunciation symbols and rules.for vowel,
-consonant, and combination sounds. In addition, this category.includes
nonverbal actions such as pointing, writing, coloringt.etc. that the
student,'teacher, other adult, or machine may useto indiCate gyestions
or'answers to pronunciation and word recognition prOblems.

Example 1:

Example 2:

S:' "How do you pronounce this word?"
-

An aide hO1ds up a flashcard with the word
givaffe,written on it and says, "How many
sounds in this word?"

Example 3: T: "Start thinking of words in which the
letter 2 is long." (Thd letter o is written
on the board)

Example 4;

Example 5:

The student tieing observed is reading a
' story aloud to the class.

The teacher reads 1p. story aloud while the
student being obeerved follows along in
his book.

4
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Example 6: In answer to the teacher's question, .

"Which word sounds,like cat ?" The
student being observed points to the
correct word.

Example 7: Following the directions on a worksheet
the student you are observing colors the
picture, thename of which begins with the
Same sound as the word sedbegins with.

Example 8: -the student you are observing i9/writkng
the phonetic spelling of a word on the
board.

,Example 9: The student being observed is- reading the
definition of a word dioud.

a.

3. Reading: Language Structuke.

"Language Structure" refers.to the structure of a word, phrase,
Sentence, or,paragraph.. Note that this categOry refers to thqse
situations where the student' you are observing has read or seen the a

printed material' being discussed. It involve's punctuation, grammatical
coostructiOn, and syllabification when it is:done fot the purpose of
hyphenating a Word. However, when words are broken into syllable in

' order Lo aid in the rronunciation of words, code this activity as
Pron. & Wd. Rec. (Content category 2). 4

'40

a

SN

Example 1:

Example 2:.

The teacher asks, "What kind of punctua-
tion follows a queston?" The word .

punctuation is written on the board.

The teacher points to way sn't'on the
board and says, "What leter was taken
out and replaced with an apostrophe?"

Example 3: The teacher explains neither -nor con-.
struction to her, Class. Tht wordg
neither and nor are written on the
board.

4

Example 4:' S: "Where do I put the hyphen in this
word?"

31
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4., Reading; Reading Silently,

"Reading Silently" refers to all instances in which the student
being observed is reading silently to himself or is"Silently looking
at printed material.

Examples 1: The student being observed is reading a
story to himself at his desk.

-

ExaMPle 2: The student being observed is looking at
; a seatence written on the board to

answer the teacher's question, "What's
the noun in this'Aentende?"

.

.Example 3: The student ,being obse'rved is reading a
paragraph in order to answer the
teacher's question, "What'did the by do
after the- picture?"

5..

I
, ISpelling

"Spelling" refers 0 instances in which words or paits of
words are formed one letter at a time, aloud, to oneself, on .

the board, Or on a sheetiof paper. It also'includes activities
itthat hAve to do with individual letters of the alphabet and also

alphabe izing actfvities. The didtation of words or sentences
by the teacher 0r students sothatthe students can write out
these words are also includedas spelling activities. "Spelling"
does not have to take place during reading activities. See
Content special coding rule 3 for a further explanation, pages 32-33.

y

Example 1: "S: "How do you spell pluck?"

Example 2t T: "Which of the w°
would come fir

Example 3: The student writes :the w
the .board.

gnome or dwarf
the dictionary?"

Example 4: Aide: "What is the'fixst
word'giraffel':

5": The teaCh6r is dictating
vocabulary words for tie
spell correctly on their

Example

rd glasses on

letter in the

a list of
students,to
papers..
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6. Writing
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"Writing" refers to those specific activities in whch the
student being observed is resting or composing his mmi'original

16

work in. te

0
yof words, phrases, or sentences. The student may

be actua writing his work or verbally composing it in order ,

for someone.else to Write it down. This .categgry does not include

copying words, phrases=; or sentences,from the board or from a book.

These latter categories should be coded as Spelling (Conte r):

category 5). Similarly, if the students aie copying defi tions Y

from the dictionary or writing an answer to a question on the. .

meaning of a story, code tilja. activity as Comp. (Content category

1). If the student is copying the phonetiqApelling.of s ward,
code this activity as Pron. & Wd. Red. (Content category 2).

, ,

I.

'Example

Example

Example

1: The Ilittide*t

he did. last

is writing a story about what
summer.

2: The student
about animal

is9wIiting his own story
s.

3: The student is verbally composing a story
about a.make-believe town while an aide
writes down the story for him If the,

Student watches as th aide writes, the
activity iould also be coded as
Writing.

7. Listening Instruction

a

"Lisiening Instriuction" includes questions, statements, and
actions which refer to reading material that has been or will be

read co the student being observed but which the student himself
has ntit seen or read.' Also included are instances where some
person is reading aloud to the student being observed when the.

material that is being read is not available to the students.
When the student being observed is listening to a machine presenting
the material this cannot be coded as Listening Instruction.

An exception to this category is dictation. When a person

other than the St0-nt being observed reads words or sentences
aloud in 'order far the student being observed to spell them, code

this activity as Spelling .(Content category 5). .

=

33
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Example 1: The student being observed listens as the
teachet reads hfin )i.story. The strident ;,

does not have any books.

Example 2:\,The aide has just re*4 a story to her
'class. She asks the clash, "What did
the boy in the story do?" 'The students
do not eve the ,books.

Example 3: The teacher is reading a story to her=
class. She stops and says, "Doorbell is
a new word. Leee all say it together."

.. The students do not have books.

Example 4: A student asks the teacher who is reading
a story out lodd-..to.tthe class, "What does

the word goat mean ?,P The students do

not have books.

Example 5: The teacher is 'reading aloud a list of
words to-the student's.' After she has
read the word shoelaces she asks,- "Can
you poini to your shoelacesr The
:students cannot see the, list.

.Example 6: The class is about to read a story On'the
meaning of coat of arms'and the teacher
is explaining the origin of the term. ,

NOTE: If the teacher had written the
.words coat of armseon the board befofe
she gave her explanation, her explanation .

would then be coded as Comprehension
(Content category 1).

S

8. Non-reading Instruction
A

"Non-reading.Instruction" activities are those activities in
the classroom which are instructional in content but are not specific
reading activities or activities which refer to material that has
been read to the students. Non-reading activities can include
mathematical symbolp, pictures, maps, charts, or other objects when
these objects are not accompanied by written or printed letters, words,'
phrases, or sentences.

34' Y.
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Example 1: T: "What holiday did we observe

yeSterday?" .

-27-

ExamplO

Example

Example

;

.D8ee the new growth on this piece of
moss that I brought in to show you."

3: The teacher shows the class a picture of
a spider and says, "Tell me one fact
about a spider."

4: The student being observed is cutting
out pictures from a magazine and pasting
them onto.construction paper.

9.. Management: Instruction

"Mena merit Instruction" includes instances.When 404studeAt
being obser ed is paying attention to transitional act ies,

managing rYctivities, and directing acp±xities,performed by the
teacher, other adult, machine or students that facilitate the
instruction-taking place during reading or other indtructionalW
activities.

Transitional activities incfude changes from one Content
category to another Content category.

Management activities involve the movement of students and
materials during' instructional attivitico.

Directing activities include directions, statements, and
management which may ar mayno include a printed stimulus.

NOTE: An additional explanation of this category is found,

in the Content special coding rule 8, p. 34.
1

Example 1:

Example

Example

T: "Take out your books ."

The student heing observed asks the
teacher. "Rh at should I do next ?"

3: The student being observed listens as
teacher says, "Oren your book to page
dnd read the story."

EXample 4:

Egample 5:

T: "Debby, your group is ready to come

over here, so come On over."

the

304

The student being observed is passing out
honework papers:

35
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Example 6: T: "Johnny, gp to the back of the, room
and feed the gerbil.'"

4

Exdmq.e 7: The student being observed has just been
told to feed the gerbil and is walking
to the gerbil's cage in the back of the
room.

Example 8: The student being observed watches the
teacher say to another student, "Paul,
what are you doingr

Example 9: T: "Yesterday we studied long vowel
sounds and today,we are going to

% --7-1Tt-tdx short vowel sounds."

Example 10: S: "Where's the red crayon ?"

10. Positive Feedback, .4

6-
"Positive Feedback" includes instances when the student being observed

ts paying attention ,to actions or Words, by the teacher, other adult, or
machine that ppise or encourage the activities of himself or' others in
the classroom, regardlesaof whether these actions occur during reading
or non-reading activities.

Example 1: The teacher says to the student being
observed, "Very good, John."

Example 2: 'An aide says to the student being
1

observed, "You read that paragraph out
loud very well, Betty."

11. Negative Feedbagq

"Negative Feedback" includes instances when the student being
observed is paying attention to actions by the teacher, other adult,
or machine that indicate to a person in the classroom that his answer
is wrong or, that discipline persons in-the classroom for their actions

. regardless of whether these actions occur during reading or non-reading
activities.

'
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Example 1: T: "Class, be quiet."

',Example 2: T: "No,.that's the wroilg answer."

12. .Extraneous

"Extraneous': includes instances when the student bein o erved
is paying, attention to irrelevant or incidental comments or ace ions,
ehat lre not codeable in any other category. It.also includes
administrative functions, activities related,to entering or leaving
the classroom, daydreaming, movement which is not related to
instruction or without apparent0purpose, and questions or statements
which refer to personal activities occurring outside the classroom.

5Non-instructional games, such as "Checkers," which do not include a
printed stimulus, should be coded as Extraneous. When the student
being observed givespositive or negative feedback, or receives
positive or negative feedback from another student, this should be
coded as Extraneous.

Example The student being observed asks the
teacher to sign his late slip.

Example 2:. THe student being observed listens as":
the teacher says, "Line up at the door
for recess."

Example 3: The student ,being observed listens as
the teacher says, "All right, class,
clean up and get ready -for your next
class."

Example 4: The student being observied leans Aver to
his neighbor and says, 'What are you
doing after school?"

Example 5: The Student being observed is dayd?eam-
ing and staring out the window.

37
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Exouiple. 6: The teacher is whispering :something in
the. ear Of the student. being obsgrved. ,

(If the obserVei cannot hesr what is
being whispered, this should always be
coded as Extraneous.)

Example Z: The student'being observed isstaring at
the observer.

Example 8: The student being observed has left hie
seat and is walking across the room
His purpose is not known.

6*,

4
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Special Coding Rules fdr ContentCaiegories

The following rules apply to specialisituations within the

content
categories.

'Rule

If the student. answers, don't know" or if a student gives a
wrong answer to a questiod, these responses should always be coded
.as if they were correct responses withinthe appropriate Content
situation.

Example: T: "How do you spell beagle?"' Code 5'

"b-e-e-g-u-r" Code 5

Rule 2

The "'carrv-ovee effect: Activitiesdirectly belated to the instruc-
tional activity that is the focus of the teacher- student interaction

should always be coded in that'category which describes tt.focus of
the instrUction: .For example, .pauses in the instruction t at occur
,whenever t1 e' isvaiting'for a student to answer her quedtibn,-
or whenever the teacher is asking the students if they Agree with an

answer, should be coded as part of the corresponding category.

0

Example 1: T:."How do you pronounce this Code 2

word ?"

(pause) Code 2

Students raise their hands tb Code 2
indicate they want to answer
the yestion.

S: 'beagle" Code 2

T: "Is she right?" Code 2

(pause) Code

s! "Yes." Code 2

1

39
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Ei6mple 2:

.

Example. 3:
A.

: "Which word comes first in
1

the dictionary., apple or
Code 5
^

Code)

'Code 9

Code 9

zebra?"

s: 'el . know. l'-know,: 'let me

answer.",q-

T: ';Write
t

rite a 'fact about 5 of .

, these 10 animal's.,"

S: "I can write,about all of
them.",

.4+0 #

Example Teacher is alphebetinzing words
on the board:

Code 5

S: "Yea. I got them all right." Coda 5

Li;

Rule 3

1

Writing activities by the teacher, other -adult, or student.should always
be 'coded in the appropriate Content category Which describes the,
activity that the teacher, other adult, or atdenf is doing. Mbenever
the.intnt of the teacher's or student's actiVity,ispnot known; the
writing activity is coded es Spelling activity. (Content category 5)

Example .1: The student ydu are observing *is Code 5
is copying a sentence that is.
written on the bodrd.

Example 2: The teacher writes kan/ch n(t)s Code /
on the board as the phonetie

'spelling for conscience.

Exapple The student writes thedefin.- . Code 1
ttion of A word on the board.

0

(4:
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Example The student being ob.served is
copying definitions of words
from'a dictionary.

CM

Example The student is writing a list Code 3
of words, separating each word
into syllables.

Code 1

Rule 4

Explanations by the student, teacher, othet adult, ar machine
which seem to go beyond. piinted reading stimulus out are clearly
related to the reading stimulus are sti'l coded as part of that
ongbing instructiohal °activity .

Example: The class has just read a poem
about bees and the student being
obsetIved tells about his personal
experience with bees.

Code 1

f
Rule 5,

en .the student being observed is paying attention to. the .teacher
and the teacher 'is talking toe'nop-stUdeny, code the.Content Mf
this, activity as Management Instruction, or Extraneous .(Content
-categories on or 12). -This rule also applies when ether,
s.dult 'is- talking to monstudent - '

Example 1:- The student being.observedds* Code 9
paying attention to the teacher
who is telling an.aide, "Mrs. Smith,
why don%t you help Sally now."

Example 2: The student being observed is Code 12
paying attention to the teacher
who is telling an aide, "My, isn't

a ,. that a pretty sweater:"

41
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Rule 6

O

When both verbal and.nonVerbal activities are occurring simul-
taneoUsly, only the verbal activity should 4 coded.

I` "'
i

Example: The student being aperved is Cod 12
. writing his. name ono piece of _,-----.-

paper, as he tells his neighboe,---
"I took my dog to the vet-fast
night."

Rule 7

When the student being observed is paying attention to the observer
Bode this activity as Extraneous (Content category-12).

Rule 8
o

Specific questions that are worded in the form of direFtions
should be coded under:the appropriate Conteht dategOry; not under
Management Instruction (Content category 9).

Example 1: "Tell me how to pronounce Code 2
this word."

6Example 2:

't

Example

Example 4:

Rule 9'

When t'he student being observed is listening to,a machine presenting
the material, this.. cannot be coded 4s Listening IngtructioR (7.) unless
the student can see someone reading/that'material aldud from some text:

T: "Show me where the apostrophe
goes in'thiS word."

-W:,"Multply 2 x 8 ,0nd tell me ,

the answer.P''

T: "Write the correct spelling
of giraffe."

Code 3

Code 8

Code S'a

t

On
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Example. 1: The student you are observing, is Code 7
watching a TV program in,Whic4 an

rA adult is reading a story aloud
from a bOok whidh is clearly visible
to him.

Example 2: A tape recorder is reading the story- Code 8
of Jack and the leans talk to the
student being observed who does not
have any.books.

a 0,

,

43°
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Table

. .

Abbteviations for Content Categories

Abbreviations

1. CompTehension

2. Pronunciation and Word
Recognition

3. Language Structure

4. Reading Silently

1:

2.

3.

4.

Other Instructional

5, Spelling 5.

6. Writing 41111 6.

7. Listening Instruction 7.

Npn-Reading Instruction 8,

9. Management Inst ction 9.

Other

10., Positive Feedback 10.

11. Negative Feedback 11.

12. 'Extraneous 12.

a 'f

0

44

Comp.

Prqn. A.Wd. Rec.

Lang. Struc.

Rdg. Silently

Sp.

Writing

List. Inst..

Non-Rdg. Inge.

Man. Inst.

Pos. Fdbk.

Neg. Fdbk.

Ex.
v
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Table 4
4

coding Sheet for.pding Content.of Instruction Only

1

NaMe of Observer

Date

Teacher

'Time Start

Third of Class 1

School

Grade

City

Finish _L

3 SP

Reading Other

Content

Instructional

1. Comp. tY

5. Sp.
2: Pron. & Wd. Rec 6. Writing
3. Lang. Struc. 7. List. Inst.
4. Rdg. Silently 8. Non-Rdg, Inst.

9. Mah. Inst.

vn

Other

Pos. Fdbk.
Neg. Fdbk.
Ex.

2.

3.

, 4.

5:

7.

8..

9.,

10.

11.

12.
45
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Practice Exercise #1 for'Coding Content Of Instruction

r

Directions: On'a separate piece of paper, number the page from
1-25. Read the practice exercise item and i entify the Co4ent
which, describes the item. Oppobite the er f the item,
write the number

\

f the appropriate category as found in Table .3.

Example: The student being observed listens as the
,teacher asks,."How do you say this word?"

'

Answer: 2

1. The'student being observed asks, "What's the meaning of the
second word?"

2. The teacher says to the student being observed; "If you were
to write that word the way it is,pronounced,; how would you
write it?"

3. The teacher says, "Find the word dilapidated in the story."

4. As thg teacher passes back the students' spelling tests, she
says, "You did very well on your spelling tests."

5. ,After reading the phrase two-thirds in a story, the teacher
asks the student being observed, "Who can draw me two-thirds
of something on the board?"

Whenthe student being obSerlied pauses beiCA-an unfamiliar
,

word in a story he is'reading aloud, the teacheraskb, "What
0 you do when you don't know the word?"

7. The teacher dictates a sentence to all students in the class.
They write the sentence on their papers.



p.

The teacher writes the-wqrd deafen On the bbard and says 'to
the student being observed, "What is the suffix of this'word?"

9. During a spelling test, the teacher says to the student ;being
observed, "Jill, eyes down!"

t.

-10. The class is discussing Eskimos and the student being oboerved
says, "I don't have any cavities."

11. The teachr interrupts dictation by saying, "Did you hear about
the flash flood in Texa's yesterday?"

12. The teacher, dictates words and the students write them on their
papers,

.13. The student being obserVed silently waits for the teacher to
.'. dictate the next sentence.

14. In answer to the teacher's ciVestioh:"How do you say this word?"
the student being observed replies, "I don't know."

15. The teacher says to the student being observed, "I don't think
that's the right answer, Jimmy."

16. The student being observed asks, "What punctuation is in the
word wasn't?" The word wasn't is written on the board.

17. The teacher asks her class, "Do' you know that England also has
a red, white, and blue flag?" ,The students have not neabout
-the Anglish fla .. A

18. The teacher reads a story aloud to the students, one of whom is
the student being obsprved. The students do not have the story
in front of them.

47
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19. After the student'being observed tells the teacher that it
is reading time, the teacher replies, "Yes, thank you for
reminding me."

20. The student being observed listens as the teacher announces,
"I'm going to put the first six words on the board."

21. The students have just read the sentence, A lion roars, and
the teacher asks them, "How many of you have ever seen a lion?"

22. The teacher asks, "How many of you need paper?"

23. The student being Observed is reading a short story silently.

24. The student being observed is writing a paragraph of his own
composition about rabbits.

25. The teacher has just read a-story aloud "to her class. They do
not have the story in front of them. She asks, "What was the
meaning of the word rough in that story?"

f

Answers to this practice exercise are found on page 56.
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Practice E,Trcise 3.for Coding Content of Instruction

Directions: For this practJce exercise, write the code number of the
appropriate Content category above the first word of each
sentence% The category number should describe the Content
of each sentence:

-Teacher: Today we're going to begin a study of some of the passages of

the Bible in order to see how its authors used symbols and images

in their stories. (Writes the,word symbol on the board.), All

right then, a symbol is something which stands for or represents

something else., Now this "thing" can be a word, a phrase, an

Jane:

%object. Pete pointed ott an object in the room which symbolized

something else. The flag represents the U.S.A., freedom, etc.

In the Bible, we'll be-reading some prose and some poetry which

include words usedas symbols. Once the symbols are understood,

it should be easier for you to,comprehend what the authors are

saying - the opinions thdt they are expressing. The first.

selection to read today is one that I'm sure most of you are

familiaf with = Psalm 23. Since.you all have your own versions

of the Bible, I.can't give you a page number, but the book of

ms c be found about midway through the Old Testament. And

they're nut bered'in circler. (Give. students time to find Psalm.)/ .

lakeWould everyone Snow iake a few minutes to read the psalm to him-

self, then we'll have souleona.. read it aloud . -- ( use to:read.)

Who will volunteer to read the psalm aloud? Jane?

0
1 The Lord is my shepherd; I shall not want.

2 He maketh me to lie down in green pastures: he leadeth me

beside the still waters.

3 He re-stor-eth.my soul: he leadeth me in the paths of ri-

ches-ness for his name's sake.
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4 Yea,.though I walk through the valley of,the shadow of death,

I will fear no evil: for thou art with me; thy rod and

thy staff they comfort me.

''Thou preparest a table before Me in the presence of mine

enemies:, thou a-noin-test my head with oil; my cup

runneth over.

6 Surely goodness &Ad mercy shall follow me all the days of my

life: and I will dwell in the house of the Lord forever.

(-) Teacher: Fine, Jane. A good reading. But a few of those words gave a

little trouble. Let's go back to clear them up. First, you'll

notice the old fashioned endings on some of the words. Can you

pick those out? Pete?

Pete: Yea. There is maketh, leadeth, restoreth, leadeth (again), thou,

thy, thy (again), thou (again), preparest, and mine sounds funny

where it is, thou (again), anointest (whatever that means):

runneth, and ... that's all.

Teacher: Good, Pete, I think you got them all. Now what abaut.the "eth"

endings? How do we end these same words today? John?

John: "a". like :waited, runs,.leada-:
.

Teacher: And what about the "thous" and "thys"? Debbie?

Debbie: The Quakers say that. And I think the Pennsylvania Dutch. They

all talk like that. One time we got off the Pennsylvania

Turnpike and went to eat in a place where they had that kind of

food and you should have seen how they dress and everything.
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Teacher: I think you're talking about the Amibh, Debbie. Let's.go back

.the Quakers: Some bfto what you said at the bgginning about

them still do use thou and .thy. But do you know what they mean? .

That's their way of'saying "you" and "ybuet and

stuff like that:

Teacher: You and your. That's right. But I'm not ,So sure it's an unusual

(

Jeff:

.Jim: Yea, or a 'house, or some th ing

way of saying things. After-all, we're used to the way the

commandments say "Honor thy'fath9 and thy mother." It's just

thit we've become a'little less formal in the way we address

people nowadays. 'The same thing goes for the 4eth" endings

that twe've changed to s's as John said before. There were a

lew other words that I'd like to check on before we go into the

meaning of the poei itself.. Does anyone know the meaning of

restorer Jeff?

To put back again, like when you-restore old furniture.

Amy:, They dd that with paintings, too. We learned that in Art class,

A 3119y,.SCra.pe all the' dirt off ,tii.ffi-7-h-md'4'th'e-eclika''''E
'e7

bright again.

Teacher: OK. Fine. Now let's look at the words surrounding the word

restore. "He restoreth my. soul." Do"yoi think the poet is

Jane:

talking about taking something off your soul so that it will
O

get bright again? Jane?

Well, sort of. Iguess in a way, when you do something oiong,

your,soul shows it. I guess if it was something you co(ild see -

I mean your soul - maybe it'd get darker or somethiggi Then when

ybu did something good, it would sort of ge, clean again.
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Teacher: Well, I'm not so sure that that's what the poet means here, Imiit

at least you've got the meaning of restore. Now, what about

righteousness? Amy, read verse number 3 again, please.

Amy: "He restoreth my soul: he leadetb me in the pathsof righteousness

'for his .,name's sake."

David: That means good or something 'cause
A
the)Lord would be taking you

down the road to good, not'bad.

Teacher:. Pete?

.P ete: "What about justice, likg "he leadgth mein the 'paths of justice"?k,
Tedcher: GOo4,i/Pete. Now.one moreoord'- anoints. Does anyOne knoW what

,\
' I

anoints mean?" Chip? Why don't you read the sentence with the

word in it?
,

Chip: "Thou anointest my head with oil.' It must mean tojit'on or

something - that sounds ickyL

Teacher: To us it might, I guess.:.But that was a Hebrew cuts omith6t thqwed

when a 'person was favored or somsgone-speN.ale We'll get Into that
.a.

a little more later, What about someone figuring-out a word to

substitute for anoints in the 'sentence? Carol?

Carol: Covers? I

k
.

Teacher: Speaking of icky! I doubt that he was referringto that much oil;

Carol.

Debbie: allow do you know? Maybe they had strange customs, too.

David: What about marks?. He "marks my head with 011'4 'cause you

:said it had something to do with marking somebody special.

Teacher: Good, Dave. Lk's get back to the symbols being used. Pete,

said that a symbol is something which stands for something else.

The poet here is David - the same person who as a boy killed Goliath.
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Joffe: You meam,the kid with the slingshot?. : That was A -cool story.
.

He hit that guy right ih the head - splat! Really knocked,hlwout.
fe

He couldn't have grown up to be a poet - after bein,such a hero -

that's goofy."

Te Cher: Well, he did. Maybe sometime you'd like to read some of the
4

other parts of the story of David to see how he grew up.

He was quite a .hero, but he was also a Toet. Anyway, to get

back to the psalin, can anyone figure out what symbol David is

using for God? Debbie?

Debbie: The Lord?

Teacher: NO, that's jest another word for .the same person-.. Chip?

, A shepherd?
"

4

.eb
V

Te: het. Rf'ght. See'if you can pick out other words that continue the

image of the shepherd and the countrysiie 4- Rich?

Ri : ."Green pastures...valley...and rod, and"staff" - aren't those things

shaped ltkt a question mark that the shepherds in pictures always

are tarrying?

Teapher: You're right, Rictk, Anyone else hav,e other suggestions? 'John?

John: What about "still waters" - that's country. , Besides you always

0

have to have water'near where your sheep are gl-azing.
A

Pam' And "leading me" because that'g what a shepherd does with his

sheep...and paths because that's where he leads them.

Teacher: Fine. Now read through the poem again,Ahd find the relationship

between the shepherd and his sheep. (Pause) Jeff?

Jeff: I guess it would be the same as between any shepherd and his sheep.

They depend On their shepherd for food, and water. He leads them

around.
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Teacher: Then what'do you suppoSe David is saying about his 'Lord? Jane?

Jane:- That the Lord is like hie shepherd. That makes him the sheep,

and the Lord leadI him around.

,Rich: Yeh; and that he depends on the Lotd for hisloodand everything.

Debbie: But that's not true. The Lord doesn't give everybody tfieir food:

they work to get money, then buy the food like we do. .-
. \_,(it.

.

Pete: Yeh, butt like who provides _the 'jolts and who' gives you the brains
i--'

,) to leapt t job so y:at can get the job?

Debbie:' '' Debbie: Well...

Teacher:, T think we're getting into personal beliefs here. It'll be hard.

not tck)durinA our discussions.. But to get back to the p

himself, why db you think David chose to use the b 1 of A

shepherd?
0

Tim: ''Cause he thought sheep were cool - right?.

,

Teacher: If a cartoonist were going to represent the U.S., t.lhy would he

John:

be likely to use the national symbol of the eagle?

'Cause .P.Verybody knows that.

Teacher: OK, so?

Roseanne: Oh, I get it.

Peter You always do.

TeaCher: How do you mean, Roseanne?

,P

Roseanne: Well, everybody here knows the eagle; So everybody then must '

have known a lot about sheep. I guess there were a whole lot a

farmers or something.

Teacher: Right - this is ba?ically\true. A poet will generally use bymbols

that his audience of readers will be familiar with. To sum up then,

we'have here one ofIthe most famous poems in the Bible. It's a
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poem in.which: the main symbol being used is the shepherd. It's

a poem in which the mood o comfort and peace is brought out

through David's hoice of'ceitain words and phrases. It's easy'

to seewhy so. any people "in the valley of the shadow of death"-
, -

those.eople/who °are sick or dyingor those who have Just lost

Someone close to them find this Psalm very important in their"
, . ,.

I. t

lilies. Some'df you may reiember seeing Governor George Wallace
. ,.

,

reciting the Psalm at a special Mass said far him shortly after

his serious ipjury.

no*.that, we've studi

f::

-it"more fully? Jane read the,first time-- ket's have Sbmeone*else -
1

4%,

Jim?

Wouldsomeone read the noem:once more aloud

it meaning. More closely and can appretiate

Jim:. Do you W.a.nt-me to read t old Lashioned:VerSiOn or the MO
,

we figured out? d_

1,1

Teachet: Try the old one again Jim. I think- it'll come muc easier now

and, it's really considered a classic.

im: OK - here 'goes!

The Lord is My shepherd; \Ishall not wane

He maketh,me to lie-down in\green pastures: he---leadeih me

beside the still tern.

He restoreth my soul: he leadeth me in the paths ol/righteousnes

for)this name's' sake.

Yea, though I walk through the galley ofithe shadow of ateath, I

will fear no' evil: for thou, art with me; thy rd

and thy staff they comfort me.

Thou preparest a table before me in the presence of mine

enemies; thou anointest my head with oil; my cup

runneth over.
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Surely goodness
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/mercy shall folloW me all the days of
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siay /lif-: and I will dwell in the house of the Lord
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Group - Content Combination .,

411 of,the classrooin observations that will be,used.to collect
data on student activities during reading - instruction will use the
coding form presented in Table 5. Note that this coding sheet
Includes the Group categories denoted by fhe four columns (Teacher,
Other Adult, Peer, Alone) and the Content categories denoted. by the
numbers 1-12. Your task as an observer is to code eaEh activity.
which takes place as the hand of the stdpwatch crosses the 15 or
30 second mark during each 15 minute observationvetiod in the
.classroom into one of these.Group-Content combinations,

.

Therefore, you area required to make two decisions as the hand
of the stopwatch croses the 15 or. 30 second mark:.'

(1) What is the Group of instruction?

0 (2) What'is the Content of. instruction?

The two-dimensional answer totheSe questions-is represented
by a column, denoting the Group anda number denoting the Content
category. For example, if a teacher is pronouncing a word aloud
:to.a group of three students, one of whom is nthe student being
observed, the obherver should mark the number "2" (Pronunciation'
& Word Recognition) in, the "Teacher" column.

In .the following practice exercise write the Content number
and the name of Column which represents the appropriate Group .

for each item.
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Table 5

,
Coding Sheet for C ding.Group Content Combination

ir 0

Reading

1. Comp. /.

2. Pron. & Reo,
'3. Larig;4ruc.
4. Rag. Silently

Ndme of Observer
.

Date n
ir

Teacher

V I

Time Start ° Finish

Third. of Class 1 SP;

School

Grade

'Content

Other Instructional , 'Other

5. 'Sp. °

6:1, Writing

-7. List. Inst.
8: Non-Rdg. Inst.
9. Man. Inst.-
.

10. ,Pos. Fdbk.
11. Neg. Fdbk:
12. Ex.
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Practice Exercisell for Coding Group-Content Combination

Directions: On a separate piece of paper, number Ihe page from
1-25. Opposite the number of the item, write the name of the Group
category and the number which represents the, appropriate Content
category

Example: The student being. observed sayi to the
teacher, "The -word rough means hard."

Code: Teacher - 1

1. The student being observed is in a gioup of three students and
asks the teacher, "What's the meaning of the second word in
that sentence?"

'2. There is silence in the room while the teacher waits for a
group of students, one of ?horn is the student being observed,
tip answer the question, "How do you spell giraffe?"

3. An aideS;Iten students, one of whom is the student being
obsprved-,'-are reading aloud together a story from their reading

book. The ,teacher watches and listens to them.
,

4. The teacher and the student being.observed listen to a record
player tell the story of Sleeping Beauty. The student does
not have a book.,

5. The aide id talking.and giving a spelling homework assignment to
the class of 15students, one of whom is the student 12eing'observed.

6. The.studentTheing-observed is listening as the teachcr is talking
tO..An aide,about the activity the student should do.next

0
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7. The teacher is writing the phoneti&spelling Of'conscience
--on the board while the student being obserVed is reading a,

book silently. .

8: The teacher listens as the aide tells the student being
observed, "Johnny, read the first paragraph.".

0

9. The teacher tells a group of five students, one of whom is
the student being observed, "You all got 100% right on your
spelling tests that's very gooll."

10. An aide is watching thestudent being observed who is next to
her. desk, writing answers to questions about the story he

.
0 .

just read.

11. The teacher is writing math problems on the board while the 25
students in the class are doing spelling exercises silently at
'their desks.

0

12. The student being observed and another student are listening
to a tape recording df alstory as they follow along in their
books.

13. The student being observed is in the back of the room with a
.machine. A word flashes on the screen and the student and the
'machine are supposed to pronounce the word together. The

student misnronourices the word.

'14.. The student, have just read a story about animals in Africa.
The teacher asks the stpdent being observed, "Have you ever
seen a lion?"

15. A student has just asked the student being observed Which page

the asSignment is on. The student being observed holds up his
book and points to the correct page.

16. The teacher is listening to the student being observed in a
group,of five students recite multiplication tables.

so
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17. There-is
4
silence as the teacher is waiting'for the student

being obServed in a.class of 15 to answer ttle question,
"What two words doeS the -contraction wasn'e stand for?"
The word contractions is on the board:'

18. In the middle of the aide's explanation to the class of 20.
students on how to look up words in the dictionary, the
student being observed calls to the teacher, "Ellen took
,my pencil!",

19. SeVen students, one of whom is the student being observed,
are reading aloud together the definition of travois from
the dictionary..

20. .The aide is telling a group of 5 students, one of whom is the
student being observed, what the next day's project in art
class will be.

21. The students in the class listen to an aide read a story aloud
to them as they follow along in their books.

22. The student being observed listens as another student answers
the teacher's question by spelling the word sidewalk.

23. The five students in the class, one of whom is the student being
obserVed, are talking about what they are going to do after school..

24. The students are supposed to be reading ae their desks. A
student whispers loudly to the student being,observed, "Come
to my house after school;."

25. An aide is watchingwhile,shree students in the class, one of
whom is the:student being observed, lipten to a record which
recites the alphabet. The students are not looking at the
alphabet. f

Answers to this practice exercise are found on page 57.
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Answer Sheet for" Practice Exercise #1
Coding Group of Instruction

1.." Teacher (See Group special coding rule 1, p.15 )

2. Teacher

3. Other Adult

4: Peer

5. Teacher

6. Alone

7. Teacher

8. Other Adult

9. ,Alone

10. Teacher

rf

11. Teacher (See Group special coding rule 1, p. 15,)

12. Pear

U
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Answer Sheet for Practice Exercise #2
Coding Group of Instruction

1. ;Peer

2. Teacher

3. Teacher

4. Teacher

5. Peer

6. Te4cher

7. Alone

8. Teacher ,

9. Alone

10. Other Adult

11. Teacher (See Group special coding rule -1,

12. Teache'r

64
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'Answer Sheet for Practice Exerci e #1 ."

Coding Content of Instruction

5.

6.

7. 5'

8.

9. 11

10. 12

11.

12.

a

13. 5 (See Content ecial coding rule 2, p. 31)

*

14. 2 (See Content s ecial coding rule 1, p. 31)
o

15. 11

16. 3

17. 8

18. 7

19. 10

20. 9

21. .1 (See Content special coding ;vie 4, p. 33)

22, 9

231 4-

24: 6'

25. 7
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Answer Sheet for Practice Exercise #1
for 'Coding Group-Content Combination

1.,-Teacher 1

2.4 Teacher - 5 (Content

14. TeaCher - 1 (Content Special
Coding Rule 4,, p. 33)

. .

Special. Coding Rule 2, p. 31)

4

15. Peer - 9,

3. Teacher - 2 (Croup Special 16. Teacher - 8

Coding Rule 1, p. 31)
17. Teacher - 3

4. Teacher - 8
18. Teacher - 12

5. Other Adultt- 9
19. Peer - 2

6. Teacher - 9 (Content Special
Coding Rule 5, p. 33) 20. Other Adult - 9

7. lone - 4 21. Other Aduir - 2

8. acher - 9 22: Teacher - 5

9. TQScher - 10 23. Peer - 12

10. Other Adult - 1 24. Peer - 12

11. Alone - 5 25. .Other Adult -

12. Peer - 2

13. Alone - 2 (Content Special
Coding Rule 1, p. 31)
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Part II TRAINER'S MANUAL
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TRAINING SCHEDULE

Sunday Evening

7:00 - 8:30 a) History, purpose", goals of project

b) Hand out stopwatche's

--how to wind them
- -how to read them for oding

Hand out clipboards, pope tablets, and pencils

- -attach stopwatches to lipboards

Hand out Observer's Manual and let observers

read pages 1-11.

e). Discuss rules for observing page by page

-- cmurtesy rules for observing
--how to observe
--general coding rules
- -two dimensional coding
aprocedures,for coding and scheduling

'f) Discuss meaning of realiability check

g)

h)

Discuss definitions and examples of GROUP

dimensions and Special coding rules.

Practice Exercise ill for'GROUP
(This is ayritten exercise found on page

of this relic:qt.)

- -ask observers to number a sheet of paper

from 1-12
--have them write their codinge on that sheet

of paper
- - discuss their codihgs Rfter they check the

.answer sheet fohnd on page, 54\ of this

report

17
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Monday Morning

759--

''$:00 9:00. a) Reviewgrules for observing

--courtesy rules for ,observing
=how ,to obserye

e -general coding ru,les
dimen'sional/coding

--procecfcreg for coding and scheduling

b) Review definitions aid examples of GROUP
dimension

c) Practice Exercise #2 for GROUP
(this is:a written exercise found on
page 19 of thisBreport.)

7-Ask observers to number a sheet of paperi
from 1 tc

have them write their goding'S on that paper
'--digctIss their codings after,they*Theck,the-

answer 'sheet found. on page 55 of this report..

9:00 9:45 Drive to schools

,9:45 - 10:001 ObserVers me0. I:cochers and become familiar with
tEe'classrooms. Observerg pxactice Coding GROUP
using their own stopwatches

0:00,- 10:45 Observers in different pairs obtain either'two or
three separate 15:minute observations, using one
stopwatch in a practice reliability studly. Observers
shOUld only practice coding the GROUP dimensions

rr
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Mbuday Afternoon
. :

(The°assistant trainer shOuld'prepare-:themmbrning's
reliability studies'lar analySj.s tIte trainer conducts
the session.) d. - , _

r_

Noon - 1:00

1:00 -,,1:10

1:10 1:30

O

Lunch and return to training site/

Observers total frequencies on morning's codings
00

Discuss questions from morning's codings. ,"Be sure
to try to get the Observers to be honest with

,1:30

2:00

2:30

2:45

2,:00

-/2:30

2:45

- 1:00

problems so tha these problems can be talked shout
and resolved as soon as they occur. Otherwise the
problems will be obvious you looket the reli-.
ability data.

Observers read CONTENT category definitions .1 through,4
. iJ

discuss CONTENT categories 1 through 4

Break

Observers read CONTENT categorieS definitions
' 5 thrcugh'l2

0
3:00 - 3:15'

,

Discuss CONTENT categories 5throtic1

3:15 3:30 ?Observers read special- coding rules

3:30 Discuss special coding rules

3:45 4:30 Practice Exercise #1 for CONTENT

'(This is a written exercise found on page 3$ of this
4 report). t.

--ask observers to number a sheet of paper from 1-25
- -have them write their codings on that sheet of
paper t

,
. ,

,

.-

- 2discuss their codings after they check the answer
sheet fouAd on page 56. of this report.

0
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Tuesday Morning

8:00 - 8:20 Srainer reads aloud items tromPractice Exercise
#1 for CONTENT and discusses items one by one.

8:20 - 9:00 Practice Exercise #2 for\CONTENT
(This exercise is on audio-tape and is

. ,
read item by item. The text and answers
are fdund On page 70 of this report.)

--ask observers to number a sheet of 'paper
frOm 1-25.

,.--heve them write their codin,-gs on that paper,
- --start the audio-tape for.Practice

Exercise #2 for CONTENT .

,,, -when tape is finished, discuss their codings , .,

9:00 T 9:45 Drive to Schools

'9:45 - 10:05 Observers practice Coding CONTENT but each uses
own stopwatch .

10:05 - 10:35 Observer pairs use one stopwatch, two .15 minute'
reliability checks for CONTENT,

4416:35 - 10:50 Observer3pairs practice coding 40UP4'irut each
observer uses own stopwatch

. .

10:50 - 11:10 Observer pairs, one 20 minute reliability check
for GROUP using one stopwatch

ki.
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Tuesday Afternoon
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,(The assistant trainer should,prepare the morning's
_:_reliability studies for .analysis while the trainer '

'condliats the tralting,sessions)

11:15:= 1:00 Lunch and return to training site

1:00',- 1:15 Observers total ffequencies from Morning's codings.

1:15 - 1:30 Discuss questions from morning's aCodings

'1:30 - 2:30 `Practice Exercise #5 for GROUP-CONTENT to,be-coded
0, Jor CONTRIT'Only

(This exercise is a written script on audio-tape.
The text and .answers are.found on page 104 'of this
report.)

--ask observers to write, their.codings on a -

sheet of paper. This practice'exercise as
to be.coded ;with each observer'usipg his
own stopwatch.

--start the audio -tape, for Practice Exercise
#5 for GROUP-CONTENT

- -stop-the tape every once in awhile an
dikuss their codings.

2:30.- 2:45z Break

2:45 - 3:30 Practice Exercise 114 for CONTENT. 0

(This is a written script on audio -tape and uses
colored slides and buzzes. The text and answers
are found on page 81 °of this report.)

- -ask'observers to number a sheet of paper
from "1 -26

- ~have them write their codings on that paper
- -start the audio,-Cape for Practice Exercise

#4 for CONTENT and coordinate the tape with
the slides'

- -when tape is, finished,,, discuss their codings
, 3 .

1 3:30 4:30 .PraCtice Exercise #1 for GROUP-CONTENT
(This is a written exercise found on page 51 of K,
this report.)

-ask observers to number asheet pf paper
from 1-25'.

--haVe them write their coding's on that sheet,
of paper

'=-discuss their codings after they check the
answer sheet found-on page 57 of this report,

o.
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Tuesday Afternoon (Con't)

763-

4:30 .

Assign Practice. Exercise #3 for CONTENT for homework.
-It, is found on page 41, of this. report., Tell
observers to come and talk over' problems.individually:

.

Give .out answer sheets on Wednesday, afternoon.

, o

4
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Wednesday Morning.

8:00 -, 8:30 llepe' t Pradtice Exercise #2 for' CONTENT
(This -xercise is on'audio-tape and is read
item by item. The text andsnswers area sound
on page 0 of this report.)

-64-

--ask observers to number a sheet of paper
from to 25

--have t em write their codings on that paper
--start t e audio-tape for Practice Exerdise

#2. for Ce TENT
- -when tape 's,finished, discuss their codings

8:30.- 9:15 Drive tb schools

,9:15 9:30 Observers use own stopw tihes and practice coding
CONTENT

9:30 10:1)0 Same observer pairs use one s opwatch an do ttlo'15
minute reliability checks codi CONTENT

10:00 - 10:20 Observers use; own stopwatch and p .ctice coding
GROUP-CONTENT combined

10:20 11:10 Two different observer pairs use one topwatch for
two 15 minute reliability checkS'codin GROUP-CONTENT
combined.

0
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Wednesday Afternoon

(The assistant trainer should prepare the morning's
reliability.studies-for analysis while the trainer

, conducts the.;training session)

11:15 - 1:00 Lunch and.retur0 training, site

1:00 - 1:20 Observers total freqUencies frommorning's codings

1:20 - 1:45 Discuss questions from morning's codings and pass ,01.1't

Practice Exercise #3 for CONTENT answer sheets

1:4 2:30 Practice Exercise 12 for GROUP- TENT
(This exercise is on audio-tape and,,i's read item by
item. -It uses colored slides. Thetet and answers
are found on page'90 of this report.)

-ask observers to number a sheet of paper
from 1-244

--have them write their codings on that paper
start the audio-tape for Practice Exercise 112
for GROUP-CONTENT and coordinate it with the s\
colored slides

- -when tape is finished, dis4ss their codings

2:30.- 2:45 Break

2:45 - 3:30 Practice Exercise #3 for GROUP-CONTENT
(This exercise is a written script on au o-tape and
uses colored slides and buzzes. The text answers
are found on page 94 of this report.)

- -ask observers to number a sheet of paper
from 1-26

- -have them write their codings on that paper
- -start the audio-tape for Practice Exercise #4

for GROUP-CONTENT and coordinate it with the
color slides

- -when tape is finished, discuss their codings

3:30 - 4:30 Practice Exercise 114 for CONTENT to be coded for
GROUP- CONTENT (This exercise is. a written script on
audio-tape and uses colored slides and buzzes. the
text and answers are folind on page 81 of this report.)

--ask observers to number a sheet of paper
from 1-26

- -have them write-their codings on that paper
- -start the audio-tape for Practice Exercise 114
for CONTENT'andcoordinate it with the colored
slides ,

- -when tape is finished, discuss their codings

4



Thursday Morning

8:00 - 8:30 Repeat Practice Exercise #1 for GROUP-CONTENT
This is a written exercise found in, page 51

of this report.).

--ask observers to number a sheet of paper
from 1-26.

--have them write theii codings on that sheet
of paper

--distuss their codings after they check, the
answer sheet found on page 57 of this report

8:30 - 9:15 Drive to schools

A

9:15 - 9:30 Each observer used own stopwatch and practice coding
CONTENT

9:30 - 9:45. Observer pairs use one stopwatch and practice coding
GROUP-CONTENT

9:45 - 11:10 Three different observer pairs do three 20,minute
reliability checks for GROUP-CONTENT rising one
stopwatch

. 76
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Thursday Afternoon

.

(The assistant trainer should prepare the morning's
r4iibility studies fox analysis while the trainer
conducts the training sessions.)

-67-

11:15 - 1:00 Lunch and return to training site

1:00 - 1:26 Observers total frequencies from mornings coding

1:20'- 2:00 Discuss questions from morning's codings

2:00 - 3:00 Repeat Practice Exercise #5 for GROUP-CONTENT
(This e3cercise is a written script on audio-

.

tape. The text and answers are found on page 104
of this report.)

3:00 - 3:15 Break

- -ask observers to write their codings on
a sheet of paper. This Practice Exercise
is to be coded with each observer using his
own stopwatch

- -start the audio-tape for Practice Exercise
#5 for GROUP-CONTENT

--stop the tape every 2 minutes and diacuss their
codings

3:15 - 4:45 Discuss Travel Vouchers and Administrative Detail

77
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Thursday Evening

8:00 - 9:00 Discuss reliability checks from the morning.

78
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Friday Morning,

:8:00 -.8:20 Discuss observers' questions

'8:25 - 9:10 Drive to schools

9:10 - 9:25 Observer pairs use one
coding GROUP-CONTENT

stopwatch and practice

9:25 - 11:10 At'least three different observer pairs use one
stopwatch and complete at least three different
20 minute reliability checks 'oh two-dimensions

-in three different cleasrooths

11:20 - 12:00 Return to training site ,

"12:00_- 12:30 Observers total, frequen4es from morning coding0
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1 Pradtice Exercise,42 for. Coding CONTENT of Instruction

Audio -take only. TiMe: 12 minutes

ITEM NO.' , TEXT

! ,
1. The teacher says to the.student.you are

,

observing, "When you re a/d poemoeM it is
important to note the rhythm. I'll never
ask you to read a poem out loud unless
you've been given a chanceto practice

"it. ...

, 1

2. - The teacher.says to the class during
reading Activities, "Pronounce the th
sound two'different ways."

The teacher 14olds up.Rictures of animals
and asks the.sgudentstS(who are all
watching her),00t they .are..,

The teacher is .r eading a Story aloud to
her class. The student being obseryed
who' has not read the story asks, "What
does the word orchard mean?"

The teacher, questions the class, "What
is a .window sash?" before she reads a
story about windows to them. The student
being observed has not read the story.-

3.

° 4.

CODE

3 or 9

'7

:NNs.it

7

41 b

6. The student being observed writes the -(see C041ENT
definition of travois' on the board'while rule #3 page

r- the class watches her. 32 of this
report)

7. The teacher says to the student you ate,
observing, "Let's go back to page 78.
What are they doing in that picture,

-Jackie?" (There are no printed words
on page 78.)

8. . The teacher says to the class during
reading activities, "If you sad not
then finish the phrase,nor."

9. The teacher asks the class,. "In what:
part of the dictionary will we find/
giraffe?"

80
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":.

TEXT. CODE'
t1

.

The student 'you are observing sayp during.
:reading activities, "I know another (see CONTENT
meaning of conscience, the boy was knocked rulepl page
unconatience 'With a baseball bat." 3; of ,this

report)
o

I
The student you axe cbserving Is 'writing
a.story aboUt what he did-last summer,

.

The student being observed listens' As the
teacher' asks the class during reading
activities, "Which one of,these vowels is
ptonouriced long ?"

6

The student you are observing reads aloud . 2

-a paragraph from thql. 4.t ory' whi re. .the_ , 't.,,,...-4-, ...-,,,,-,.:,,-

te1acher, and the rest of the class follow 1.

."' , along in; their' books.
..,

teacher says to a 's tudent (while the'
tudent yOu are observing listena), "We're

ready, for the' second 'paragraph: read it."
..`, /

The teachpr says', "All right, everyone
^ take outhis booka,:"

The teaCher says in, a ilisturhed voice to
the 'clasd, "I think you are forgetting
your manners.": 1

The aide says to the class during reading
activities, "Do you remember how to
punctuate sentences that someone has
spoken?"

After a student spelled cotral, the teacher
......askea, the s twient hp ing ph.s_OXVUd 1.8

right?"

As the teacher is passing back student
papers she says, "You all did very well
on your last tests."

9

11

5

(ace CONTENT
rule (/2 page

31 of this
report)

10

.

The teacher holds up a picture of a 1

'bicycle with the word bicycle. prirHed
taer it and asks, "How -many of you
ride b2cycle's to school?

,

81
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ITEM NO.

21.

2.

23.

24:

.n72-

'.TEXT CODE 0

The teacher asks, "Who can spell defensive?"

A student ipcerrectly, answers a ludstiOn, 11

about the meaning of a word and the teacher
remarks, "No, that's apt the right answer.",

- , 1

The teacher asks the xlasS, "What do you
remember about' the story which tells, you
that he. mountain cies tough and hard to -

travel?" ,The class has, read thestory.

The studellthbeing observed is sitting in the
reading corner reading a library book.

5

25. The student being"observed is, statlng,eut
the wthilco.

A s s
U

0 0 I

p

12

82
r
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Practice. Exercise #3 far Coding CONTENT Of 'Instruction

Directions:. For this PTactice'Exercise
5 write the code number of the

appropriate CONTENT category above the first word of each
sentence. The, categoy number should describe. the CONTENT
of each sentence. '

Teacher:. (7),Today we're going to begin a study of some of the passages of
, P

the Bible in order to see how its authors psed symbols an4 images

in their stories. (4) (Writes the word symbol obi the board,)

, . .
'.(1) All right then,, a symbol'iS -something which stands for or re

,
,

.- , .

presents something else. (1) NoW thIs." hing".,'can begs word, a
.

/

n
, -

phrase, a'object. --(1) Pete 'pointed out an object in' room which
.t; _

. ,

.

,symbolized something else. (1) The flag'Tepresents the. U.S.A.,,,

,

.
-'

freedom, etc. -(1) In the'Bible, we'll be reading some prose and
,

I \

some poetry which include .words .used 4s symbols., (1) k)nCethe
,

,

symbols are understood, it should be easier for.you to comprehend"

1
what the authors are saying -- the opinions that they are ex-

Jane:

pr..ping. (9) The first, selection to read today is one that I'm

surmosts of:youare familiar with - Psalm 23. (9) Since you 11

n. have.yo r own versions of the Bible, I can't give you a page

numb r, but ,the book of Psalm can be found abot`t midway through

41likthe bid Testament. (9) And Aey're numbered in order. (4) Give

students time et) Tind"Psalm.) (9) Would everyone new; take a few,

minuteLto,read the psalt to /himself, then we'll have someone

read it aloud. (4) (Pause to` read.-) ',(9) Who will v iunteer to

read the psalm.aloud?, (9) Jane? .

' I'(2) The Lord is, my lh pher4 I shall not want.
. ,

2 (2) He maketh'ne to lie down in green pastures: heleadeth me

83
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6

u 6

beside-the still waters.

3, (2) He re-stor-eth my.soul: he leadeth me in the, paths

of ri7ches-ness for hts name's sake.
,

4 (2)°Yea, though I walk through the,valley of. the shadow of
,

death, I will fear no evil: for them, art with" me;

they rod' and they staff they comfort ie.
0

(2) Thou. pieparestl 4a.ble before me in the. presence of: Mine .

enemies: thou a-noin=test my head with oil; my cup

.

runnethlover. ,

ti
6 (2) Surely goodness andymercy shall follow me all the days "of

mylife:' and I will dwell in the house of the Lord
. 0.

.0
forever:"

o

TeaCher:, (10) Fine, Jane. (10) A good reading:, (9) Bist;.Aw df those-

words,gave a'little troublek. (9) Let's go beck to clear,them

(3) First, 5rou711 noticethe!gid'fashioned endings on some

, ...,

of the words., ,(3) can you pick those out ? ( Pete?
., ,

-

,7'. ,--. .

Pete: (3) Yea. (2) There's maketh,'.leadeth,,restoreth,- th (again),'

thou, thy, thy (agLn): thou (mein), preparest,-and,mine sounds
. -

funny where it-is, thou (again), aointest (whatever that means) ,
...,----

0lannethand that's all.. , .

.

'

Teacher:, (10) Good, Pete, (10), I think }roil got them all: (3) NoW what ;Lbout-
.-,'

the "eth" endings? (3) How do we end these, same words today?

?..---,....---..,

r l' ,

(3) John? -,
.,-

John: (3) "s", like makes, runs, leads. d'

Teacher: (3) And what abouCthe ouS" and thysh? 'D) Debbi"?
k

Debbie: (1) The Quakers say that. (1), And I think the Pennsylvania Dutchl.

(1) They alf:,t4lk like that. (1) One time We got off the o-
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V

PeOnsylyania-Turnpike ancLi.Tent to gat,in a place, where they

had that kind of food and you should have seen hock' they.dresa .

and everything.
I J

0

Teacher: (1) l'.think you're talking about the Amish' Delfbie. (9) Let's

go back to what you said atthe'beginning about the QUakersi

.(1) Some of them still do'use thoU and thy. (1) But do you

know what they mean?
r

%Debbie: (1) Sure. (1) That's their way of saying "y

:Teacher:

, .

°

Jim:

stuff like that.

," and "your" and

(1)- -You, and your.:, (10) That's right. ,(1):Tut 'm not so Sure

itisan unusual way:of saying-things: (1) After all, we're-used

4to the wdy the commandments say "Honbi flither,Ind th
, ---

(I) It's just that we've become a littlpaless formal in the weir.'

1,5e address people, nowadays. (,) The Same
.

thing goes fOi. the

"eth" endings that we've changed to s's as Johnaaid before.

(9) There were a few other words that-I'd,like to dheck'on before

we go into the meaning of the, poem itself. AI),Xoes, 'anyone

know the meaning of restore,.? (1). "Jeff?

(1) To.. Put back 'again, li e wheh-you restore old furn tore.

(1) Yea, or a'houSe or somethings
1

(1) They do that with XI) We learned that in

Art class. (1) They scrape:44I the dirt off them and the,colors

get bright again.

,Teacher: (10) Fine. (9) Now let's look a -po,i-Firds.surrsunding

- '

7the word.reabOre. (2) "He'restoreth my- (1)-,,DO you think r

thePoet iS talking about takingsomething:off your soul 873 that

dt will get bright aain?' (1), Jane?

la
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Ja

Teacher:

1,

(1) Well, sort of. (1) I guess ,in a way, when you do, some hing

wrong, youi' soul slows' it. (1)'I guess if it waa,something"

1 ;.
you could see .1"teanyolir soul - maybe'it'd get darker'or

someching. (1) Then when yo.0 did something good,
,2

sort, Of get,' clean again.

. R

(11 or 1) Well, noC,:so wire that thaCs what

i_t would;

the" Poet

0

0, w.means texe, but
K (10-) at leagt you've got.the meaning of restore.

Now, what about righteousness?: -(9)4APYread Ve'rae,

number 3 again,, ,please.

, (2)""He-restdreth my soul: he leadeth me in the paths of

righteousness forhip name's-sake."-.
,.....

. f.

'causeDavieW' : (1) That means. good or something 'cauge the Lord would be

- , -4---.

' . taking you down the' road to good, not-ti4d1,
.,71,, ,

'"---
;

Teacher: (1) Pete?

Pete:
9

Teacher:

Chip:

Teacher

(1) What about justice; like (2) "he leadeth me in the paths

of jUstioe?
a

(10) Good, Pete. . (1) Now one more word anoints. (1) Does

anyone know what anoints means? (1) Chip?' (9) Why don't you

read the sentence with the word in it?

(2) "Thou anointest my head with oil." (1)

.0n>or something thacsounds- icky l-

It must mean to put'

(1) To us it might, I'guess. (1) But that was a Hebrew custom

that showed whena person was favord orsomeone

get into that a. little more later. ( ) What about someone
ra

figuring out-aword to substituteJor anoints in theaentence?,
.

.

'(1)"-C,Aiol?

.

4.r



Carol: (1) Covers?

(12 or 1) Speaking of icky,! (1) I doubt that he was referring to

that much oil, carol.

Debbie: (1) How do you know? Cl) Maybe they had.strange customs, lioo. 7

.

.
. David: (1) What about marks? (1) He "markth my head with oil" 'cause

you said it had something to do with marking somebody special.

. (10) Good, Dave. 1
.

(9) Let's get back to the symbols being used.

li) Pete said that d symba is something which-stands for
, . .

. ; N

something.else. (1) The poet here is David - the same person

who, as 'a boy killed Goliath., ?'

(1). You'Idean the kid w-th-the slingshotZ, (1) ThAt_was-a cool
. _

f-
"story. (1) He hit guy. right in the head - splat! Really,

knocked him>out. (1) IL couldn't have grawn.up to be a poet

after, being' such a hero - that's goofy. 0

(I)-We41,. he did. (P or 1) Maybe: sometime yOu'd.Iike, to read

s
.

some of the other pelts of the story of David to see- hoot he.

i

grew uP: *(1 ) Jle was quite a hero; bUt he,Was.aigo a Poet.
7 ,7, . r..

_ .

(1) Agway: to p"t back to the psalm, Can anyone figOre out

what sythbol David is' Using for God? (1),Dehbie? '

0

.,
.

(1) The Lard?

(11) No, (1) that'a just another word for 'the ,same person.

--(1) Chip?. . %,

ti

a

(1) A sheph6rd?

Teacher; '.(10) Right. (1) See if 'you can pJck out other words that

continue thd image. of the shepherel eft the dountrysida - Rich?
: ,



Rich :
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A

_ "

(2) "Green pastures...valley...and rod 'and ,staff" - (1) aren't

those"things shaped like a question mark that the shepherds,'

in pictures-always are carrying?

Teacher: (10) You're.ripe, Rich. -(9 or 1)

suggestions? (9'or'1) John?

(1) What about "still waters" that's country.

Anyone else have other.

(1) Besides,

you always haveto have-waternear where your sheep are

grazing.

Arid (2) "leading me" (1) because that's what a shepherd--does

'with his sheep..'.and paths beCause that's where

Teacher: \(10) Pine. (9) Now read through the poem again,

relationship between the shepherd and'his sheep

(1) I guess it would be the same-a etween any

he leads them.

and find the

(9) Jeff? ,

shepherd and

his sheep: (1) They depend on their shepherd for,food and watBr:

(1) He leadOethem around. .,
, .

.,, o

Teacher (1) Then what do you suppose David 16'-aaying abou.hiS-Iord?
\,

/
Jane: (1) That the .Lord is like

,
his.shepherd. (1) That

(1) Jane?

Rich:

Debhie

r Pete:

Debbie:

sheepkand the Lord leads him around,

makes him 'tha

(1) Yeh, and that he depends on the Lord ZOrhis food and

everything.

(1) But that's not true. (1) The,Lord doesn't give everybody

, their food. (1).They°Work to get money, then buy the food

like we 4o.
0

(1) Yeh, but, like who providesthe jobs and who,giVes yoti the

brains to learn a job so 'you can get the job?

f.
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ai.

Teacher: (9) I think we're getting into personal beliefs here.

(9) It'll be hard not to during bur discussions. (9) But

to get.back tothe poet hiMself, (1) why do you think-David

choke to use the symbol of a shepherd?

Tim: (1) 'Cause he thought sheep were cool right?

Teacher: (1). If -a-cartobniat were going to represent the U. S., thy

would he be likely\to use the national symbol of the eagle?

'(1) 'Cause everybody knows that.

Teacher: (1) OK, so?4

Roseanne: -(ly Oh, .I get 'it.

Petel .(12) 'MUalways do.'

Teacher: (1) HOw do you mean, Roseanne?
/

.Roseanne: 11)'Well:.everybody here knows the eagle. ()* 'S 'everybody

then. must have knowna rot about sheep. (1) I guess there

a whole lot of farmerd dr-something.

'Teacher: (10) Right this is basiLally-'trlie:_t_ -(1) A poet will generally

use symbols that his:audied,ce of readers will be familiar with.

r"?
0

(9) To sum up then, (1).we have here one of the Most famous poems
op o,

in theaible.- (1) It's a poem in which the main symbol being Used

6 is the shepherd. (I) It's,a poem in s,hich the mood pf,comfort

and peace is'brought CAlc through David's clpice of certain words'

and phrases. (1) It's easy to see why so many' peoPle "in the

valley of the shadow of death" - those people who are sick or

dyAg or those who have just lost,someone close to:them find this

Psalm very important in their lives. '(1) Some of you may ,remember

seeing Governor George Wallace reciting the Psalm at a special.

11,



Jim:
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,
ss said for him shortly after his serious injury. (9) Would

someone read the poem once more aloud now that we've*stddied

'its-meanings more claselY and can appreciate it more fully?

(9),jane.read the first'time - let's have someone else - Jim?

(9) DO you want me to read the Old fashioned version or the,

' modern-one we figured out?

Teacher: (9) Try the old one again, Jim. (9) I think it'll come much

;Jim:

0,

, easier now and.(1) it's really considered a classic.

(9) OK - here goes!

(2) The Lord is my shepherd;_I Shall not want.

(2) He maketh me to lie down in green paitures: he leadeth me

beside the still waters.

reStoreth my soul: he leadeth me7n\the paths of righteous-

ness or his name's-sake.

(2) Yea, tliough I Walk though the Salley of the shadow of death,

will tea o evil: for thou art with me; thy rod

and t staff they

(2.),1Thomiprepares

//'<
enemies; 'thou anoi test my head.with oil; my cup

tort me.

r e m e in-,,the presence of aftine

runneth over,

,

(2) Surdly goodness and mercy shall follow me all the days o

my life: and'I Will 'well in the houe of the

LOrd,forevet%,"

901
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Practice Exercise #4 fo oding
CONTENT of Instruction

On audio-tape, with colored slides and buzzes. The 4We/itThose

.

7---

activity is to be coded is circled on each slide:

Time: 9 minutes

n the text indicates where the buzz occurs on the tape

ORDER SCRIPT FOR
ITEMS

CODE, NUM AND DESCRIPTION
OF SLIDES

(show first slide)

Directions: This is Practice
Exercise 4 for `'Coding CON--
TENT. Weil you hear this
sound (addel the activity

ehappening-right at
fhgt time. The first voic
you hear will be that of t
teacher. Her name is Mrs."--

A White.

The Practice Exercise will now
begin,

1.,

(advahce slide)

Teacher: Today we're going to
read about the small country
of Rolland. Although Holland
Is a tiny country,'long,ago it
was a ve7,0owerful country.
Before webegin too read, let's
locateHolland'on,the'map.
Does anyone know on what

'\

T alone 81

continent (49 it lies? T-7 S's raising hates with T - 122
'

Pal: ,Ye6, it.is in Europe.

Teacherr Very good..

(advance slide) "

Does itg lie along the' coastline
or is it'inland? By inland I
mean that fe'ciSnot neat-a'
large body of water,suchath an
dcean7,,:,



e,

z

Nina: I think it is along a
coastline. (*)

--SCRIPT .OR

ITEMS

-82- (.

CODE NUMB R AND DESCRIPTION
OF SLIDES'

Teacher: Yes, it is. Pam,
come show us where Holland is
on the map.

Pam; Here it is.

(advance slide)

Te'acher: Yes, that's right.
One of the large bodies of
water which affected the way
the people-lived in Holland is
the North (*) Sea. Becaude
they 'lived. Along the sea they
became sailors and fishermen.
They also became a great sea
power. They even ruled other
lands.

(advance slide)

Look at the word power ors the
boarcL From what I have told
you, can you tell me or give
me an idea of what power means?
(*)

Mikp: If they ruled other
people it might mean they, had a
lot of money.

(adVdnce slide)

Joyce: It might mean they were
very strong.

Pam: I think it means they,
could tell everybody what to
(*) do.

Teacher: Good.
Lt

T-7

T- 7-

T-1

with book looking at girl - 124

I* at board-map talking to S's -
129

T with class pointing to words on
board - 93

S's and T with books 92

A
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ORDER SCRIPT OR
ITEMS

CODE .NUMBER' AND DEFRIPTION
OF StiDES, 4 ,

7.

(advanoe,slide)

I'd like you to look at the
word t have just written on. the
board. It is made up of tWo
tiny wards yOu already know,
however, it isnot a compound
FOrd,.,t Can you tell me the" two
little words?

Mike: Cdr. and ( ) 22.

Teacher: Pu4 these two words 4:
together and; tell methe word.

Mike: Cargo.

(advance slide)

Teacher:. If a ship is carv-
ing cargo, what does it have?

Pam: It might be carrying
something people can use.

:Teacher:, Yes, very good. (*)

You'redzetting the right idea.
Can you give me an example?

GedrAe: jt might be something
to eat,or it might be tools.

(advance slide)

Tgpcher: It could be. It

might besomething which a
country-does nothave and is
-buying from anothertountry.

.

(Pause) ( *)1,

Look at the new word on the
board. How many syllables are
in it?

T-2

T-10

T-4

3

Yr

, A-
T writingcOlonv on board .-7'1.23

T at board-map talking to S's = 129

T writing colonyoil board - 123

41
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479

SCRIPT OR
ITEMS"

,Mike: Thee.

,(advance slide)

Teacher: Try to pronounce the
'wor4,.putting the stress or

-" accent on,the first syllable(
The o (*) in the first syllable T-2
sounds like ah...

-14ike: Colony.

I

Teac Good work.

(advance slide)

Now, can you definche word?

Joyce: I think it's a
town:or city to wbich'People

10. come from another coni)
or Country. They come. to make
a living, mostly by .trading`.
The peoplewho come are 'called
i rants. They are ruled :by

OnofeCountry.
1-

Teaq,her: -Ex 14n1.

"I

4,3

Teat board-map talkin

(7

to S's - 129

4p,

4

4advance slide)

I,woLJd lIkeyOU3'to'open your
tiookAto,-vage-158. ,Thgje are no

11. words on.page 158.4. , What kinds

of ships do you see? (*) Are
they.modern or Old-fadhionet02

Mary: Ord-,fashioned :4'
45,

:Teacher: That type ship do ',N
they look like?

Mary:' They look like p to

(advance slide)

S's atia Tawfth books 92

94
'1



a

,ORDER

O

12.

14.

SCRIPT., OR

ITEMS

Teacher: Why do you,think
that? .

CODE NUMBER,AND DESCRIPTION
OF SLIDES

Nina: Because of .the 'sails and
the way the'ships,(*) ai built.

Tea her« ...:1-W1i not a pirate
p,-but at time it was

uked it had something that a
irate ship also had.

G drger. The flag?

(advance slide) -

Teacher: Yes, but what else?
You can't see .it,, in t0e,pic-

ture because it is in ,a storage
place on the (*) ship.

Pam:` The food and .,

Teacher: A word. we sliscusse

before.

Pam: Food.and"cargo!

Teacher: Ritht!

(advance slide)

These ships were'huilt by the
Dutch in order to carry cargo
especially. Now I'm going to,
write'another word on the
board.

I have written the word America
(*) on the board. You tell me.
what place it reminds you of.

Ann: The United States.

T-7 T talking to girl - 58

T-7 T and S's. with books'- 92

ti

I

44.

T-2 T - pointing to word on board - 93



7

0

,ORDER r ,SCRIPT OR 4

ITEMS
4 I ' (A 1,

O

O

Y ;

CODE NUMBER AND,DES R/FTION
OF SLID

Teacher: -Alright. If I add
"S" to the word what will it
make you'think of?

(advance slide)
.

Nina: Two AmericaS.-

.

Teacher:' What two Americas are
there?

15. Joyce: The two continents (*) ,T-1
of North an South Atetica

,

e Teacher: 1:/erygbod. We shall'
,sge how the ptch used these
ships both in North.and South
America, in Africa, and irthe#
West Indies and East Indies.

4

16:

I have just written New Amster-.
dam on the board.

-(advance s)etde)

Amsterdencis a very important
city 61-foll4nd, Ityls theme

T at board-map. talkingeto.-8:8 - 129
'

\

capital,and ,1 gist city.
Although this 1.ty does'not lie
along an :ocepn'it. in a great
port.It_lie2.along a river
and-eat- 4 bamp been built
wbigh connect#, the river.with 'T-1 T and ii0s-at map pointing - 126

the, North Sea, The hip (*) or 7
we shalfread about brought
products from many strange
lands to,t1lis city.

Look at the bedrd again.
4

((advance slide) ".

Have I simply written Amster-
dam,, or have I added -Something
to it?

,96

A
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t

ORDER SCRIPT OR
ITEMS

CODE NUMBER AND DESCRIPTION
OF SLIDES

Tout: You put the word rfw in
front of it.

1 17. Teachv: You are right., (*)

(advance slide)

9

18.

19.

20.

The reason I have written New
Amsterdam is because the people
of Holland came to N rth
America long ago an began a
colony there. They traded with
this colony and tailed it New
Amsterdam.

Pam: Where was-this colony?
(*)

Teacher: It was in the state
of New York.

(advance slide)

I would like you to read the
story on page 159 and find out
two thingq:
1. Find out how the Dutch be-
came a great power long ago,
(*)

2. Find out how the ships in
the picture helped them to be-
come strong.

(advance slide)

Are there any questions?

(Students read story silently.)
(*)

Ann: What's this word? I've
never seen it before.

Teacher: It's starboard. It
means the right side of the
boat.

T-10 T pointing to word on board - 93

T-1 S's raising hands with T - 122

T -9

A-9
or 4

97

S'S and T with books - 92

S's and T with books - 92



ORDER SCRIPT OR'
ITEMS

CODE NUMBER AND DESCRIPTION
OF SLIDES

21.

22.

23.

(advance slide)

Teacher: Now that you have
finished reading I would like
you to write a sentence for
each of the vocabulary words
listed at the end of the story.

The sentences don't have to be
long (*) . ' Just make-sure -
you use each word in one
sentenCe.

(advance s ide)

Can I help you, Nina?

Nina: I.don't know this word.

Teacher: Well, let's find
where it was used in the stor3r.,>
Here it is.. Can you read the
sentence? (*)

Nina: "The Dutch sailors were
able to navigate their ships
by watching the position of the
stars."'

(advance` slide)

Teacher: Can you tell from
this sentence-what navigate
means?

Nina: Sailing?

Teacher: That's close. Why do
you think they look at the
stars to figure out their
position? (*)

Nina: To see if-they're on
course. Oh, I know. It means
to steer the ship in the right
direction.

(advance slide) .

T-9

T-9

T-1

T talking to girl - 124

T pointing to girl'f book - 116

T pointing to girl'" book - 116
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ORDER SCRIPT OR
ITEMS

CODE NUMBER AND DESCRIPTION
OF SLIDES

Teacher: Very good.. Now can
you write a sentence using
navigate?

24. Nina: The boy navigated the A-4 'T pointing to girl's book - 116
ships through (*) the rocks

I

Teacher: Good.

(advance slide)

Are we going to recess
goon?

25. Teacher: In about 15 minutes.'
Have iou children finished

your' sentences?

'Joyce: Yes. Can we play beim-
ball this afternoon with the
other'tlass?

A

(advance slide)

TeaCher: That might be ar-
ranged. You children had b6.t-
ter go back to your desk ena° b
quiet. The rest of the class

26. is Still working., I know
you're excited (*) about reces
but if You're not quiet until
it is time, I'll shorten your
recess.

(Pause)

Alright, put your books away
and let's line up for recess.

41.

e

T-12 S's at T desk - 90

T-11 S's at T desk - 90

9

ti
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Practice Exercise #2 for Coding

GROUP-CONTENT of Instruction

On audio-tape with colored slides, Time- 14 minutes

The student whose actlity is to be coded is circled on each slide.

ORDER

A

B

1.

2.

SCRIPT FOR
,ITEMS

(Before turning ontapp show
fitst-second slide and identify
the teacher and the aideN4.
Advance to the next slide."
before the start of each item.)
Directions:

This Is Practice Exercise number

two for coding_ GROUP and CON-
TENT.- There are 24 items in
this Practice Exercise. You
should have a sheet of paper
numbered from 1 to 24 in front
of you. Each item will be re-
peated_twite and you have ten
seconds to)escribe the
activity.

The Practice Exercise will now
begin

The aide says to a group ofsiv
students, "Can you think of
anbther word that means avio-
lerit wind storm, like the word
tornado that is written on the
blaCkboard?" while the teacher
watches.

A machine and several students
are pronouncing words at the
same time as the words are
flashed on a screen while the
teacher is watching.

CODE NUMBER AND DESCRIPTION
OF SLIDES

T-1

T-2

The student yoU are observing
is looking at a filmstrip with
words accompaning the pictures. A-4

While the teacher and class of, t0o10 students are discussing a ,

story about a/horse, the

T alone-30
Aide alone -81

t,

A pointingto word on board T
watching-78

T and S's loOking at filmstrip-9

\
S alone wi0Atiachiner9



Q
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SCRIPT FOR
ITEMS'

CODE NUMBER AND DESCRIPTION
OF SLIDES

5.

6.

7.

1U.

11.

12.

4

st ent you are .observing,says,
y brother has a horse."

The student you are observing
asks his neighbor how to spell
beagle. Neither student has a
book.

While the aide is discussing a
story;-abebt Holland with 4
students; George tells the
student you are observing,
"1 got aNnew puppy yesterday."

The teacher and the class are
watching a filmstrip with words
4 pie4pres on Safety Rules.

The aide has asked a group of
r5 students (including the one
yOu are observing) how to
spell donkey and is waiting
for an answer

An aide is with four students,

are ob-
serving)

tudent
Uncluding the one y
serving) who are listening to
a tape recording & following
along in their books.

The five students in the Blass
dread a story silently o ahem
Selves.

4

The aide is reading a story
aloud to the entire elasP of
seven students while the
teacher watches.

The aide asks the ,teaeher hjw,
to spell a word and 'the
teacher replies, hile the
student being observed watches.

T-1

P-5

P-12

T talking to girl -4

Boy talking to girl -22

Boy talking to girl -22

T-4 T & S's with machine-10

0A -5 Aide with S's-124

OA -2 Aide with S'a & machine-59

T-2

T-9

S's reading silently-1

T, Aide, V's reading -52

T talking to Aide-104



ORDER

13.

1 4,

15.

I

16.

17.

18.

19.

-92-

SCRIPT, FOR"

ITEMS

After 6; teacher has asked for
the def nition of cow, the
studentlwhom you are observing
answers' "That's an animal *at
goes oink, oink, and you get
bacon from it.*

I

The teacher calls the'student
you are observing up to her desk
and say , "The story that you
wrote y sterday was ready
good."

1

The teacher and four students
(including the one you are ob-
serving) are listening to a
record which is reading a story
about dOgs. ..---------

_.
..

An aide atches a class who are
supposed to be reading a poem
and says to the student you are
observing, "Ann be quiet and
read the story:"

A class is doing a writing ex-
ercise in which they separate
words into roots and suffixes.

The-students are listening, to a
tape recording of jack and the
Beanstal!k

The teacil r is waiting for an
answer to the question she has
directed o the class about
where the verb of a sentence
should g0 on the diagram line
she has !lust drawn.

CODE NUMBER AND DESCRIPTION
OF SLIDES

T-1

.T-10

T -8

OAA-11

A-3
or 4

P-8

T-3

02

T talking to S-6

T at desk with girl -31

-T & S's with machine -13.

Aide helping g#1-71

Aide helping-girl -57

Boy & girl with machine-16

T-pointing to words on board-73
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ORDER SCRIPT FOR .

ITEMS
CODE NUMBER AND DESCRIPTION,

OF,SLIDES-

20. The students in,the class and
an aide read a Mother Goose
poem together out loud, while
the teacher watches them. T-2 T, Aide, S'a reading-52

. The teacher sayb, "The class is
gettiiig-too-noisy T-11 T pointing to-clasS-33

22. A girl says to the boy you are
observing, "I finished reading
the story before you did." P-12 Boy talking to girl -22

ea

23. The student you are observing
-is leafing through the diction-
aryjo find out how t6 hyphen-
ateate a word. , A-4 S reading silently -20.

. -The-student being obServed is
daydreaming and staring out
the window. A-12 S staring out windOw-87

103
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Practice Exercise #3 for Coding
.

GROUP-CONTENT of InstructionN,

On audioLtape with colored 'slides andCbUzzes, Titne: -<,10 minutes

The student whose activity is to be coded is circled on ea#h glide

A (*) in the text indicates where the buzz occurs on the tape:-,

NUMBER AND DESCRIPTION
OF SLIDES

ORDER SCRIPT FOR
ITEMS

CODE

A

Directions: This is Practice
txercise number three for
coding two dimensions. When
you hear this sound.(*) code
the activity which is happen-
ing right at that time.

(advance slide)

The first voice you hear will
be that of the teacher. Her
name i' Mrs. White.

-Teacher: Good morning, my
name i9 Mrs. White.

(advance slide)

The next voice you hear will
be that of Mrs. Spencer the
aide.

B Aide: Good morning, I'm Mrs.
Spencer.'

The Practice Exercise will now
begin

(advance slide)

Teacher: Today we're going
to do several things. Some
of us are going to work on
spelling, we'll be doing some
reading from the controlled
reAder, and Mrs. Spencer is
going to help some,of you
with contractions.

Mrs. Spencer: Good morning .

boys and girls. Isn't it a
.nice day today? (A)

Teacher (io aide): Mrs.
Sliancer, why don't youvt*U0
Group A with you to the back .

-0 -the room.

(advance slide)
;

T-12

164

-

alone - 30

Aide alone - 81

4

1, Aide, and S's - 76
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ORDER SCRIPT FOR
ITEMS

CODE NUMBER AND DESCRIPTION
OF SLIDES

Remember to stre ow and-why
theAapastrel

>--
4,0

MrflSpencet: All ript.
----What;.1aaap,n in the lo6ek.6hould

..we,detoday? Shall 'start
'-'with Lesson 4 or (*) have you

2. done that one alrea4y1p--:

Teacher: Lesann.404 fine.
Group B, will you go sit by
the controlled reader and

,troup G,-take-out-your spell-

Ifri*r.
Py::t

:.,,Jadvance slide)

Atems.s.,

Mrs. Spencer: Today we're 4
go4ng tcwiayss,wsirth"tfatttr

,otsfeifte. Turn to 1esso in
you s anyone
know yhat a contraction is?
(*) No? I'm writing a word
which is a contraction on the
board. Who knows what this

3. word is?

4.

(Paul4e)

Julie: doesn't

(advance slide)

Mrs. Spencer: Good. \Does
'anyone know what two Words
make up doesn't?

Una: Does and (*) and

4 Tom: No do and not

George: What's that funny
mark in the word?

Mrs. Spencer: Don.'t call out
Georges I'll call on you 'if
you raise your 41g,_____

API111111

T-9' T talking to, Aide - 104 T.-

,0110,4,

---------------..0. 41.....9ssog.

0A-3 Aide talking to girl - 58

--14.144*

0A71,--Aide pointing to word on board

105
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llu

ORDER CRIPT FOR
ITEMS

CODE NUMBER AND DESCRIPTION
OF SLIDES

(adv rice slide)

Noy of you children has given'
t right answer yet, Does
a yone have another 'guess?

'Pause)

Does and not are the two words?
in doesn't. (*) Now
written does and not on the/
board.

(advance slide)

What letter is missing from
these two words?

Nina: The o in not.

Mrs. Spencer:'` is that right?

(Paine) 0) (Students say yes)

Very good. Now getting back
to you, George . . the funny

k is called an apostrophe.
11 write it on the board.
et's all say iqogether.

e fiays word)

(a ance slide)

Good The apostrophe is in
the word to replace missing
lettes,,, In this case, which
letter did Nina say was miss-
ing?

Julie: The o.

Mrs. Spence:,, Let's see if we
can think of Other Words that
we use everyday which are
contractions: Suppose W4).,

wanted tp make was and not a
7. contraction. (*) What would

that be?

OA -3

0A773

.06

0A-3

Aide at board, map talking to S's
129

Aide pointing to word on board - 70.

Aide at board, map iasking Ito S's
129
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ORDER SCRIPT FOR
ITEMS

CODE NUMBER AND DESCRIPTION
OF SLIDES'

Mary: wasn't

Mrs. Spencer: Good; Who can
think of another contraction?
I'll write them on the board
aayou.say them.

(advance slide)

Tom: Don't

Mary: Won't

Mike: Didn't

rs

8. George: HoW about wouidn'tT' OA -3 Aide writing ,colonv;on'boardt 123

(*)

(advance slide)

Teacher
I

: Sghile Mrs. Spencer
is working with Group A I'd
like GrOp B to do some work
in theirlspelling books. I

have a tape recording of the
words iii lesson 12 that we

9. worked* the other (*) day. T-9 T and S's and machine * 13

Tom: .Oh boy, a tape recorder:

(advance slide)

Teacher: After I start the
tape," listen for the word and
thetiwrite the correct spell -
ing In your workbooks on
page Are you all ready?

you start the A`'

tape order?
O

10. J lie It doesn't work. (*) T-9 T and S's and machine .= 14

Teacher: Did you push the
"forward" button?

(advance slide)
107
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ORDER

It

11.

SCRIPT FOR
ITEMS

CODE' NUMBER AND= DESCRIPTION
OF SLIDES

Julie: Oh, I pushed the
"record:" . . . there, now it's

Teacher: Yes. Let's not talk
now . . . get ready for the
first word. The tape recorder
is toW'on.

Machine: Giraffe. (*) (pause)

A giraffe has a long neck.'

fl (advance

Machine: Motor. (pause) The

totortu car was not work-
' ing. .

(Pause) (*)

(advance stide)

Teacher: Group C, I'll be
with you in a moment. Ple.

be quiet . . Group B
taking a test. I think it
would be nice if you thought,
about what other. students are

13: doing and not ta±k loudly. (*)

Machine: Yellyw. (paUse) I
bought a yellow balloon at the
fair.

14.

(advance slide)

Teacher: OK, Group C, let's
get ready to read. Our story
today is an interesting one

. abOut a tornado.
Who knows what a tornado,is?

(*)

Julie: A big Storm.

''.--Geore: A funny cloud-that,
picksup,houses.

T-5 T and S's and machine - 25

T-5 T and S's and machine

T-ll Ti:pointitlg to class - 33

li

T-7 T pointing to class - 33

08

4,4



15.

-I6

SCRIPT FORS i-

ITEMS

Mary-:There was a-tornadci in
the,"Wiiird-of-Oe and it
carried a housegirl, and a
dog to afar away land.

(advance slide):

Teacher: It seems you pave a
good idea,ofvhata tornado:
is. In thii story the'tornado
is called atwister. Why do
,you think Wa'palled'that?

Tom: Because it twists mid
turns. (*).

Anne: :Recause the clouds come
tWistingdfibm the sky.

----Teacher: Cod:, Do we have a
lot of tornaaoS here- id Maine?

(advance slide)

Julie: No.

Teacher:. Where are there a
lot of tornados?

(Pause)

Wd'll find the answer to that
question in the story. I'm
going to start the reader now.

George`; will you turn_
down-the lights-on this side
of the room? -Today's speed
will be a little faster than
yesterday's.

Machine starts

Tom: A Texas Twister.

'(advance

Teacher: I think` it's` better
if we read to ourselves, 'tom,
Everybody can try to keep up

CODE

T-7

-9,

9

NUMBER AR DESCRIPTION
OF SLIDES

T -Pointing to class - 33

T, T and filmstrip 10



ORDER SCRIPT FOR
ITEMS

CODE MMBER AND DESCRIPTION
OF SLIDES

18.

19.

with the speed.

(Pause)-(*)

'Teacher: Group B, are you
finiphed?

(advance slide)

Good, turn bdck to page 2 in
your workbooks and correct
Your words. When you're
finished do page 6, using the
words that You made mistakes
onl

Julie: I got them all right.
(*)

Teacher: Good,. Julie. You
can go to+Oe library shelf

"-and pick out a book to read.

(advance slide)

Teacher: OK, Group C. Open
your books to'page 203 (*) to
the stofy that you've just
read. on the controlled reader.
,Where did this story take
place?

George: In Texas.

Teacher: What was the weather
like on the day that the'
twister came?

(advance slide)

Julie: It was hot.

George: It was still and
quiet.

T -4

or

Y-9

T-5

T-g.

110

T, and filmstrip - 9

'T and S's 7

T and Vs with books - 72
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4'

ORDER SCRIPT FOR
ITEMS

CODE NUMBER AND DESCRIPTION
OPtSLIDES

Mary: It had justtained.

20. Ann: No it hadn't (*) rained
in a long time., T-1 T and-S's - 7

Mary: There were lots of dark
rainy clouds though.

Teacher: You're both right.

(advance slide)

It hadn't rained in a long,'
time but the skylwas full of
dark, rainy clouds. Was'it
windy?

Georges It-was real still
before the twister came but
then it got really windy when
they saw (*) the twister.

Teacher: Who saw the twister?

Mary: A man and three
children. They went-to the
house and told the mother,

(advance slide)

Teacher: Then what happened?

They went to the
basement.

T-1 Ttand S's with books - 3

Teacher': Whatlword did they
use in the story that means,

22. the same as (*) basement? T-1 T and S's with books - 3

(no answer)

Look on page 204 and see-if
you can find it.

(advance slide)

Raise your hand when you,
have found the word and can

11
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ORDER SCRIPT FOR
_ITEMS

CODE

23.

24.

25.

26.

read the sentence.

Julie: I found it. The last
sentence on the page- (reads)
"Joe said, 'It looks like we'd
( *) better go to the cellar.
We'll be safe there.'".

(advance slide)

Teacher: Why do people go to
basements and cellars when
tornaddes come?

(Pause) (*).

Ann: Because then they're
underground. The tornado
can't hurt them if they're
underground.

/

George: The tornado doesn't
always touch the ground bUt
if it does, it can't reach
Abwn.

(advarice slide)

Teacher: Very good. I'd
like you to answer the rest
of the questions (*) which
are on page 206. When you're
finished you may take out
your crayons and draw a
picture of di"tornado or any
part of the story that you
like.

(advance slide)

George and Mary, let's go
back to the back of the room-
(*) and review those multi-
plication tables that we did
yesterday in class.

Mary, will you start with the
2's?

T-1

T-9

T-9

NUMBERAND DESCRIPTION.
OF SLIDES

T helping girl - 74

S's raising hands - 67

a

T and S's with books - 3

T and girl - 4
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ORDER SCRIPT FOR
ITEMS

CODE NUMBER AND DESCRIPTION
OF SLIDES

(advance Slide)
-

Mary: 2 x 1 = 2, 2 x 2 = 4,
2 x 3 = 6, 2 x 4 = 8, 2 x 5 =

27. 10, (*) 2 x t = 12, 2 x 7 = 14, T-8
2 x 8= 16, 2 x 9= 18, 2 x 10
= 20.

(advance slide)

-28.

Teacher: Good, Mary. George,
can you do the 5's?

George: 5 x 1= 5, 5 x 2= 10,'T -8
5 x 3= 15'!. 5 x 4= 20, ( *)

5 x 5 = 25, 5 x 6 = 30, 5 7

= 35, 5 x 8 = 40, 5 x 9 = 45,
5 x 10 = 50.i

Teacher: Very good.

113

T with girl and boy - 23

T with girl and boy - 23
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Practice Exercise #5 for Coding

GRODP-CONTENT of InstrUction

On Audio-tape. Time:' 1,2minutes

Directions: This is Practice Exercise nu6h/er five for coding two
dimensions. The first voiceyou hear will be that of
the teacher. Her name is Mrs. white.

Teacher:

Ann:

Tom:

The Practice Exercise will now

Our story today is about.a secret. What is a secret? (7Y
Anne? (7)

It's something you tell just your friend and she's no
sugpidsed to tell. (7)

She'll probably tell, though. A se tet 1 something you
know and don't tell anyone. (7)4

Claudia: But Mrs. White you can tell someones secret. .(7)

Teacher: That'S the problem with a secret - hdw man people can .

know something and have it remain a Secret? -(7) -Do you all
agree a secret isesomething yog don't want everyone to
know? (7)

Teacher: The title of-our story is A Secret for Twenty five Years. (7)
Now that's a long time ,to keep a secret, isn't it? Find (7)
A Secret for Twenty-five Years in your books. , (9)

ri

'Teacher: Tom, how do you find something quickly -in'a book of stories?
(1 or 8)

Tom: Oh. You look in the Table of Contents. (1 or 8)

Teacher: - Where do you find(this story starts, Richard? (1)
0

To (Pause) On page 204. (1)

Teacher: Let's all turn to page 204.'4 (9)

When do you think this story4takes place? George? (1)

George: A long time ago. J1)
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Teacher l at makes you think so?

George Well the people ar4Wt using.cars. They are in' wwagon
4pulled by horses. And the man is dressed-in an old-
fashioned .., in old fashioned clothes. (1),

Teacher:_ That't,a pretty good guess. (10) Let's see'. Julie,
-you read.the'first paragraph in the box on page 204,

please? (9)

'Julie:
: "Grandfather nearly missed his train when an u ... u ...

(2)(Pause .

---
Teacher: Julie, when we-see-a word we don't know, what is the

---------first-thirqkim do? CW-
----

J-Oliet- _ See if thete are any prtfixes or suffixes on it (3) -
-=---,0h, take off the un'.... oh,-unusual. (2) Grandfather nearly

-...,---7------!-. missed his train when,an unusual family kept him from ..

crossing a bridge. (2) It was many years before the
whale story was told about that family.", (2)

. Teacher: I don't think this is a whale stoty, Julie. (11) That's
. .

a long o in whole. (2) Why is it along o, Lisa? (2)- ,

. 0

Lisa: Because of the final silent e. (2) Whoops! -"the whole

Teacher:

Mike:

story was told about the family." (2)

What do you think the unusual family could be? (1) (Pause)
Mike? . (1)

Indians? (1)

Teacher: That might stop Grandfather! (10 or 1) You'll find out as
you read the story. (9) Right now, read silently to the
first paragraph on page 206 to discover what this unusual
family was and where the boYAs taking the man in the wagon.
(9)

Tom: What's this 'word? (2)

Teacher: What sound does it begin with? (2)

Tom: R (2)

Teacher: What are the vowels? (3)

Tom: o and u. (3)

Teacher: What is one ou sound, Tom? (2)
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Tom:
4

Te4cher:

-106-

ou like in ouch? (2)

Yes, (10) but not this time. (11) What 'abdUt another
.Ola sound? (2)

4

11, let's try the la sound.

Torn:

e -

Teacher: Go
kno
at

Torn:

(2)

What is that? (2)

that's it. (10) Now try the wordiwith what you
about the beginning and ending Founds and guess
e vowel sound. (2)

.Rowf (2)

Teacher: Now try reading the sentence without the word, but guess
by he meaning of the rest of the sentence what the word
might be. (2)

Tom: "The road was very and stony there." (2) Oh,
rough. (2)

Teacher: That good. (10)

Lisa: Oh, thIa story is about skunks. (1)

(Lisaand Nina giggle.) (12)
(Pausle)

Teacher: What, was the unusual family, Mary? (1)

Mary: Skun 1 (1) ,..

Teacher: Yes (10) and who says they are skunks, Gtorge? (1)

George:

Ann:

Teacher:

George:

Teacher:

George:

Ann:

Patrilt. (1)

No, its Grandfather. (1)

George will you read the part that tells us who says they
are skUnks/ (9)

"'That can't be a ..., 'said Patrickirshading his eyes
with his hands." (2)

4

,

Does Patrick actually call them skunks, George?

No, I gUegis not. (1)

Here itjs, near the bottom
enough, it's a mother skunk
grown,' paid Grandfather."
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of pilige 205. (9) "'Sure
with five yo*Iig ones, half
(2)
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Teacher: Goodt (10) When Grandfather says, "Ian
whom is he referringt Pam? (1)

George? (1)

.George: The skunk. (1)

Teacher: Yes, (10) and what did the skunk do that was bold? (1)

he boldt!'.

George:

Teacher: %

George:

Teacher:

Mary:

Teacher:

n:

Teacher:

Julie:

Teacher:

Lisa:

leacher:

Christian:

Teacher:

Michelle:

Teacher:

George:

Teacher:

George:

He came right out in the road. (1)
4

Why, do you think, that was bold, George? (1)

I don't know. '(1)

What is another word fox bold?' (1)

Daring? (1)

Good. (10) Any other word that, means bold? (1)

Brave? (1)

q

Yes, very good. (10) What do we call, these word
mean the same as another word? (1)

Ginnamons? (1)

44,

that

Almost the right word. (10 or 1) Can anydat remember the
word? (1)

Synonym. (1)

That's right. (10) Remember synonyms are words which have
the same or almost the same meaning as another word. (1)
Now, can you give an antonym for bola (1) Chris? (1)

Afraid? (1)

Good. :(1) Another antonym for bold. (1)

1..t. (1)

Very good. (10) And what is an antonym? (1) George? (1)

The opposite meaning-41)

Good. ak Now, going back to the question ... (9) ,Why,,r/
,was it bola of the skunks to come right out on the road?
(1) George? (1)

They weren't afraid of the people, I guess. (1)
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Teacter: That's a pretty good assumption! (10) What do wild
animals usually do when they see people? (1)

George: tay hidden! (1) ,

*
-

,, .

Teacher: That's right! (10) And where was Grandfather going,
all dressed up., that he had to be so careful not to
tangle with skunks? (1) Nina? (1)

Nina: To make a speech to some teachers at.a big meeting. (1)

Teacher: And why was Patrick so cateful with his wagon? (1)

Who can read the pare that answers this question? (9)

Julie? (9)

Julie: On page 205, the first paragraph, (9) "Patrick, an ..."
(2) (pause)

Teacher: What is the first thing you look, for in a word you don't
know? (2)

Julie: Prefix or suffix. (3)

NTeacher: Are there any? (3)

Julie: Yes, able (3)

Teacher: And what do you have left? (3) 4116

Julie: Agree ... agreeable. (2 or 3) "Patrick, an agreeable
young ?fish fellow, had come for Grandfather, driving ,

his very beat pair of fast horses" hit . . hitch ..
ed "hitched to his new light wagon. The wagon
was the/finest in the town." (2)

Teacher: Very good, Sandy. (10) 1 like the way you figured out
hitched all by yourself. (10) The ed ending has 3 soundsJ (2) Wbat are they? (2)

Ann: Ed, d, t. ( )

Teacher: That's right. (10) We'll get some Words spelled with the
ed ending- -and ed, t, and d sounds later. (9) Right now
let's read on to page 208 to see what Grandfather and
Patrick cue about the skunks. (9)

(Pause) (4)

What did the mother ansl her family do when Grandfather
yelled at them? (1) Will you read it for us please,,Mary?
(9)

,



Mary:

George:

Teacher:

-109-

"The mother turned her, -head toward him, and two of the
young ones stopped playing, but they stiowed",nii signs of
thinking his performance disagreeable." (2)

Boy, they were bold! (1)

0

Yes, (10 or 1) itseems so - but let's,read'on through
page 212 to see what develops next. '(9)

(Pause) (4)

Why wouldn't the driver of the lumber wagon throw stones
at the animas ?'` (1) Tom? (1)

Toji Because he didn't want his valuable furniture to get
sprayed. (1) (Latighs from the other children.) (12)

George: Once my clog go sprayed and, wow! was he a mess! (1) Be,

couldn't come in the house for a month. (1)

Teacher: What did you do for your dog, George? (1)

George: We got him clipped and washed but he still smelled
awful for a while. (1)

Teacher: You can understand, then, why no one wanted to disturb
the skunks. (1) What was the boy's idea for moving the
furniture to Arlington? (1) Mary? (1)

Mary: They could swap loads and turn around and go back the way
they came without going near the skunks: (1)

Teacher: Yes. (10) That was pretty clever, wasn't it? (1) What
did they use for a bridge? (1)

Several
Students: An ironing board. (1)

Teacher: What did Grandfather leave behind in Patrick's wagon? (1)

Ann: His speech. (1) 0

Teacher: Yes. (10) Wouldn't that be a shock! (1) Now, let's
finish the story and see how Grandfather makes out. (9)


